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RAPPORT CEA-R-5849 - Imad TOUMI, Anela KUMBARO, Henri PAILLERE

"SOLVEURS DE RIEMANN APPROCHES ET SCHEMAS DE DECENTREMENT
DE FLUX POUR LES ECOULEMENTS DIPHASIQUES"

Résumé - Ces notes de cours, présentées à la 30ème Lecture Series de CFD de l'Institut von
Karman, proposent une revue détaillée des schémas de décentrement de flux pour quelques
modèles diphasiques. Après un rappel rapide des aspects fondamentaux de la modélisation
physique en diphasique pour la construction de modèles moyennes, nous nous intéressons à
l'analyse mathématique du modèle 6-équations de base, aux conditions sous lesquelles il est
hyperbolique et à ses éléments propres. Les chapitres suivants sont consacrés aux
extensions des schémas décentrés tels que le solveur de Riemann approché de Roe ou le
schéma à Flux Caractéristiques au cas des systèmes diphasiques. Nous abordons en
particulier les problèmes de linéarisation, du traitement des termes non-conservatifs et de la
construction d'une matrice de Roe. L'extension des schémas mono-dimensionnels au cas
multi-dimensionnel dans une formulation Volumes Finis pour maillages non-structurés est
également décrite. Des résultats numériques portant sur une large gamme de cas-tests
illustrent la robustesse et la précision atteintes par ces schémas pour le calcul
d'écoulements diphasiques.
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"APPROXIMATE RIEMANN SOLVERS AND FLUX VECTOR SPLITTING
SCHEMES FOR TWO-PHASE FLOW"

Summary - These course notes, presented at the 30th Von Karman Institute Lecture Series
in Computational Fluid Dynamics, give a detailed and thorough review of upwind
differencing methods for two-phase flow models. After recalling some fundamental aspects
of two-phase flow modelling, from mixture models to two-fluid models, the mathematical
properties of the general 6-equation model are analysed by examining the eigenstructure of
the system, and deriving conditions under which the model can be made hyperbolic. The
following chapters are devoted to extensions of state-of-the-art upwind differencing
schemes such as Roe's Approximate Riemann Solver or the Characteristic Flux Splitting
method to two-phase flow. Non-trivial steps in the construction of such solvers include the
linearisation, the treatment of non-conservative terms and the construction of a Roe-type
matrix on which the numerical dissipation of the schemes is based. Extension of the ID
models to multi-dimensions in an unstructured finite volume formulation is also described.
Finally, numerical results for a variety of test-cases are shown to illustrate the accuracy
and robustness of the methods.
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1 Introduction

Two-phase processes are found in a wide variety of engineering and natural systems : boiling systems,
such as nuclear power plants and distillation equipment; solid rocket motor exhaust flows; liquid fuel
combustion processes; chemical process unit operations and food processing; lubrication systems;
biological systems; weather systems; gas and oil extraction and transport, flow in porous media, etc.

The understanding of the physical behaviour of those two-phase systems is important to optimise the
performance, to maximise the safety and to control the operation of those processes as well as to
design the associated equipment. In these notes, we shall restrict our attention to two-phase flows
constituted by the simultaneous presence of liquid water and steam or air, such as encountered in
water-cooled nuclear power plants, and we will review a family of upwind two-phase differencing
schemes that have been developed successfully over the last 15 years to simulate those flows.
However, many of the methods described in these notes also apply to other multi-fluid models so that
the range of applications extends beyond those presented here.

Perhaps one major difficulty in numerical modelling of two-phase flow is that there is no single
'model' or set of governing equations. Mathematical models for two-phase flow are highly
phenomenological in nature, i.e they depend on the configuration of the flow. For instance, when
considering the flow of more than one phase, the velocities of each phase may be different from one
another. Bubbles rising through a static column of liquid will flow at a different velocity than the
liquid; however, in a pressurised system such as the primary circuit of a nuclear reactor, both the
liquid and vapour phases will flow at comparable velocities; in a nearly horizontal duct, the phases
may be completely separated, with water flowing down the slope by gravity, and air being relatively
stagnant. Thus, various mathematical models representing different types of two-phase flow
configurations have been derived, some with just one momentum equation for the mixture, others
with a momentum equation for each phase. A somewhat general model is the basic two-fluid two-
phase flow equal pressure model obtained by averaging local field equations for each phase. This
model is not hyperbolic but can be modified or regularised for computational purposes, as will be
discussed in these notes.
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Concerning the numerical discretisation of the two-phase flow models, it is quite clear that the most
recent advances in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) have yet to bridge the gap between the more
traditional field of aerodynamics to that of two-phase or multi-phase flow hydrodynamics. In a
modest way, this contribution to the Lecture Series will attempt to show how some of the more
successful CFD techniques, namely upwind differencing and shock-capturing methods, can be
extended to the two-phase flow case. But the extension is not straightforward, as many difficulties
need to be overcome. These stem from the non-hyperbolic nature of the governing equations, the
presence of non-conservative terms, stiff source terms, complex equations of state, etc. Before
examining these issues in detail, it is worthwhile to look at the most recent developments in two-
phase flow modelling, from the perspective of nuclear reactor safety codes.

The 1980s saw the development of shock-capturing upwind schemes (Roe [R81], van Leer [vL82],
Osher [OS82]) for single-phase hyperbolic systems (Euler equations of gas dynamics) and their
widespread use in research and commercial codes, mainly in the aeronautical industry. At the same
time, in the nuclear industry, two-phase flow safety system codes (i.e simulating the different thermal-
hydraulic components of a reactor system, core, primary system, heat exchangers, secondary system,
etc) were being developed in both the U.S.A and Europe, with the aim of simulating two-phase flow
and heat transfer for a large range of flow conditions and regimes, thereby imposing very severe
robustness constraints on the two-phase flow models and the numerical methods. Safety codes must
be able to compute a full transient which may last over several hours of physical time with little or no
user intervention, and sometimes with 'real time' simulation capability. The basic finite difference
methods used to solve the flow equations in many of those codes may be seen as variants of the ICE
technique [HA71], with tight coupling between the mass and momentum equations [LR78]. Thus, first
order donor cell differencing on staggered grids became a popular choice for solving two-phase flow
equations and is still today at the heart of many industrial two-phase flow code found in the nuclear
industry: RELAP5 [R82,R85,DLJ+88], TRAC [TR86,N86], CATHARE [B90,BB90,BPB93]. In many cases,
the codes are based on the standard two-fluid model which has complex characteristics and thus
suffers from high frequency instabilities [RM91]; therefore, the inherent numerical dissipation of the
scheme, combined with various degrees of implicitness, provides the necessary damping to stabilise
the method. It soon became clear however that in many cases, excessive numerical diffusion as well as
instabilities of numerical nature could be directly attributed to the discretisation methods [M93].

At an OECD/CSNI workshop on thermal-hydraulic code requirements held in Annapolis in 1996, a
number of papers [S96,BB96,BL96] pointed out the numerical deficiencies of the current methods and
the slow pace at which recent advances in numerical methods and CFD had found their place in the
field of Reactor Safety research. Criticisms for instance included the difficulties that these methods
had in tracking mixture levels or regions of flow with strong gradients, simulating critical flow
conditions, countercurrent flow and generally multi-dimensional flow phenomena. These deficiencies
which have been known for over 15 years have motivated the development of a new class of two-
phase flow methods, which may be seen as extensions to two-phase flow hyperbolic models of single-
phase gas dynamics solvers, building on well-recognised techniques such as upwind differencing and
characteristic-based scaling of the numerical diffusion. In parallel to developments in the field of
nuclear thermal-hydraulics, a similar effort was being made to develop upwind differencing schemes
for other multi-phase or multi-fluid models, for a wide range of applications ranging from oil
transport to combustion processes. Just as their single-phase counterparts, these schemes are
characterised by:

Q low numerical diffusion
Q sharp capture of shock and contact discontinuities
• conservation through a finite volume formulation

There is now quite an extensive literature on the subject of upwind methods for two-phase or multi-
phase flow, from the early attempts at applying the method of characteristics [F79,R90] to more
elaborate or mature shock-capturing schemes based on Godunov methods such as Riemann solvers
[T89,T92,S95b,T96,R97,CEG+97,CS97,SA98,GM98,FH99,L99], or Flux Splitting techniques
[SH91,LGK95,SFW97] or Lax-Wendroff type methods [TP97] to name just a few. In these notes, we
shall concentrate on upwind methods for two-phase, gas-liquid flows, in which the liquid is water and
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the gas is either vapour or air. However, many construction principles or properties of the schemes
that are described here extend to other types of two-phase flow.

Extension of these schemes to higher order and use of unstructured meshes can also benefit directly
from the research efforts made over the last decade in the field of aeronautics. These notes will not
discuss these aspects much but will concentrate on the development of the two-phase flow schemes.
As we shall see, the extension of single phase methods to two-phase flow is not straightforward.
However, two-phase flow upwind schemes have now reached a certain degree of maturity and are
used in industrial codes such as the core thermal-hydraulics code FLICA [TGR97], or the more general
two-phase flow code TRIOJJ developed by CEA [TKP+99].

The outline of these Lecture Series notes is the following: in the next chapter, some fundamental
aspects of two-phase flow modelling are briefly reviewed, and various one-dimensional 'averaged'
models are described, from simple models such as mixture models to more complete two-fluid
models. Chapter 3 is devoted to the mathematical analysis of a family of 6-equation models (in ID),
and to the conditions under which they can be rendered hyperbolic. In Chapters 4 and 5, we describe
in detail the extension of the Roe scheme to various two-phase flow models, and in particular, we
examine such essential iDuilding blocks' of the scheme as the linearisation in the case of arbitrary
equations of state or the derivation of a Roe-matrix when in presence of non-conservative terms. In
Chapters 6 and 7, another family of upwind differencing method is described, based on the concept of
characteristic flux splitting. Chapter 8 describes the discretisation of the two-phase upwind schemes in
an unstructured finite volume formulation and introduces the concept of 'flux schemes', which allows
quite elegantly to cast Roe-type schemes and characteristic flux splitting schemes as members of one
single class of upwind schemes. Two- and three-dimensional results are then shown to illustrate the
accuracy and robustness of the different methods. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future prospects
established in Chapter 9.
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2 Two-phase flow models and flow regimes

2.1 Two-phase flow classification

The most important characteristic of two-phase flow systems is the presence of interfaces separating
the phases and across which the fluid properties are essentially discontinuous. Two-phase gas-liquid
flow can be classified according to the topological structure of the interfaces between the two phases
[W69,I75,BD82,D83]. One can distinguish essentially three classes or regimes :

1. separated flow
film and stratified flow
annular flow

2. mixed flow
slug flow
plug (Taylor slug) flow
dispersed annular flow
bubbly droplet annular flow
churn turbulent flow

3. dispersed flow
bubbly flow
droplet or mist flow

Two-phase flow evolves continuously from one regime to another. The classification of two-phase
flows in general situations, such as flows through fuel rods in a nuclear reactor core in presence of
heat transfer, turbulent diffusion, wall friction is thus very difficult. Furthermore, the presence of
complicated geometric configurations makes the resolution of the local field equations virtually
impossible (a multi-boundary problem with positions of the interfaces being unknown). To overcome
these difficulties, one has to resort to a global or macroscopic description in which some of the finer
details of the flow are suppressed, but for which the models are computationally tractable.

Averaging balance equations, be it time, space or statistical, is a technique that yields computable two-
phase flow models. Instead of considering local instant transfer at interfaces, a collective contribution
of interfaces is taken into account in the macroscopic two-phase flow formulation through various
constitutive relations [DA76,DL79,LM93,R89]. Before reviewing the most important models, let us
recall some important definitions.

2.2 Some definitions

The volume fraction (a,.) : in the case of space (volume) averaging, this quantity represents the rate of
presence or volume fraction of the k phase. When a void fraction is written without a subscript, it
designates the volume fraction of the vapour phase, also called the void fraction

where Vk is the volume occupied by phase k within the total volume.

The mass concentration (c,.) : is given by

q,Pk ^ P J ( Z 2 )
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It gives a measure of the relative importance of the k'h-phase mass with respect to the mixture mass.

Mixture properties:

The density: p = ^ a k p k (2.3)
k=v,l

From equation (2.2) we have

P Pv Pi

The velocity : u = — = Y c k u k (2.4)
P k=v,l

The energy : e = ^ = Y ckek (2.5)
P ktt,

The pressure : P = X akPk (2-6)
k = v J

The enthalpy: h = ^-^ = V c k h k (2.7)

P A

It can be shown that

h = e + p/p (2.8)
and

K = ek + Pk/Pk (2-9)

The entropy: s = -^-^ = Y c k s k (2.10)
P ktti

The speed of sound of a two-fluid mixture is defined as follows :

r2)""2 (2-ii)
Pv Pl

-1/2

with ak = — - = ( — - -1 —— ) ~ m the phasic sound speed. It can be much less
I dp I dp p k I dh k

than the sound speed of each individual field as shown in Figure 2.1. As will be discussed in the next
chapter, and contrary to the single phase case, the speed of sound of the mixture is not the speed of
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sound associated to the acoustic wave speeds that may exist in the system. The latter, denoted by am, is
given in the general case of arbitrary equations of state for the two phases by:

p(q vp,+q,p v)

PvPl

1/2

(2.12)

Two-phase •flow mixture sound speed

1200

1000

800

SOO

400

200

Sauna speed pure wa:er

Sound speed pure vapour -

0 2 0.4 0.6
void fraction

Figure 2.1. The speed of sound of a two-fluid mixture

Relative velocity: the relative velocity between two phases moving at different speeds. Since generally,
the denser phase moves at a slower velocity, the relative velocity is chosen positive and defined as:

u, = u - u , (2.13)

Non-equilibrium models: Such models describe situations when the two phases are in thermodynamic
equilibrium but are not in (thermal) equilibrium with each other: mass, momentum and energy are
exchanged from one phase to another. These "transfer rates" are very often obtained from
experimental and empirical data, and can be a major source of error when simulating two-phase flow.

Thermodynamic equilibrium: all thermodynamic properties follow directly from the specification of
two independent properties. Thermal equilibrium exists when both phases have identical
temperatures in a given region.

Homogeneous/inhomogeneous models: a homogeneous model is a model in which both phases are
assumed to be transported at the same velocity, u r =0. Conversely, an inhomogeneous model assumes
distinct gas and liquid velocities.

2.3 Two-phase flow models

Ishii [175] was one of the first author to derive practical models for two-phase flow through averaging
techniques. Other important authors who have made major contributions to the development of
'averaged models' include Delhaye and Achard [DA76], Drew and Lahey [DL79] and Bouré [B75,B87].
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When applying these techniques to the local field equations, one usually obtains a set of balance
equations which contains more unknowns than the number of equations. Thus, to close the system, it
is necessary to add so-called 'closure laws'. Various kinds of closure laws may be needed, and even
when they involve well-known data (such as equations of state), their mathematical form is not
always known. For the sake of simplicity, we shall only describe the models and closure laws in ID.
Extension to 3D calls for further physical modelling of the closure terms and is still the subject of
much research [BB96,B87].

There are two fundamentally different formulations of the macroscopic field equations for two-phase
flow systems, namely the two-fluid model and the mixture model. The two-fluid model is formulated
by considering each phase separately in terms of two sets of conservation equations governing the
balance of mass, momentum and energy of each phase. Interaction terms which couple the interface
mass, momentum and energy transport of each phase appear in the field equations as source terms.
The mixture models, such as the homogeneous model and the drift-flux model, involve fewer
equations which describe mixture properties such as the momentum or the energy, and is generally
adequate to describe dispersed flow regimes [SW84].

2.3.1 The two-fluid two-phase equal pressure model and constitutive relations

A current practice in the case of the two-fluid model is to postulate a pressure equilibrium between
the two phases. This hypothesis is known as the 'hydrostatic assumption'. We then have a two-phase
equal pressure model which is also known as the "6 equation model", and consists of mass,
momentum and energy balance equations for each of the two phases.

(1) Conservation of mass

(2,4,

(2) Conservation of momentum

dx

= av P vfe x t+Fv
w+F;+rvu i

= a,p,fext + F, + F; + r,
(3) Conservation of energy

(2.16)

(2.17)

= avPvfext • uv + Q : + Q'v + F; • u1

dx

dt dx dx

= a.p.fext • u, + Qr + Qj + F/ • uj + T, H1 - ^ -
dx

, - , ™

V) • u.)

+ qf))

with the following jump conditions :
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(1) Interfacial mass conservation

k = v , l

(2) Interfacial momentum conservation

XFk=O- (2.21)
k = v,l

(3) Interfacial energy conservation

2 ; = O . (2.22)

where the subscripts v and 1 designate respectively the vapour and the liquid phases. The energy
equation can be expressed in terms of enthalpy, entropy, internal energy or total energy.

Finally, a thermo-mechanical equation of state for each phase is assumed:

P k = p k ( p , h k ) (2.23)

It becomes possible to compute the void fraction and the remaining dependent variables from this set
of balance equations (complemented by the relevant closure laws but excluding any void fraction
topological law). This model is the most general to describe transient two-phase flows.

Neglecting heat conduction and viscous terms, external forces, and transfer of mass, momentum and
energy leads to the so-called basic model or 'Wallis model'. This system presents two main numerical
difficulties: it is not in conservative form due to the presence of non-conservative products OCj^xP
and p3,ak in the momentum and energy equations and it is not hyperbolic. This means that the
assumption of equal phasic averaged pressures pv = p, leads to an ill-posed initial value problem. We
shall discuss this point in the next chapter.

Non-interacting fields communicate with each other in two ways : because they cannot occupy the
same volume at the same time (av+a,=l), and through the pressure terms. The most obvious
mechanisms for interaction are the interface transfer, such as transfer of mass through evaporation or
condensation with associated changes in momentum and energy, the energy and momentum transfer
due to wall friction, the mutual forces such as surface tension and buoyancy or other stresses.

The interfacial transfer terms are undoubtedly the weakest part of the two-fluid model formulation
because of considerable difficulties in terms of experimentation as well as modelling. The modelling is
further complicated by the range of different flow regimes and the different constitutive equations are
always formulated with specific flow regimes in mind. We recall the basic principles (see for more
details [DL79]) used for formulating constitutive equations:

Q Co-ordinate invariance
• Equi-presence
• Material frame invariance (objectivity)
• Homogeneity
• Isotropy
Q Just setting
• Dimensional invariance
• Correct low concentration limits.

We now present some of the constitutive equations that are most frequently encountered. We shall try
to describe them in as elementary and direct a way as possible. In the following, the subscripts c and d
designate respectively the continuous and the dispersed phases. For bubbly flow for instance, the
former represents the liquid phase while the latter designates the gas phase.
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Interface heat transfer Q,.' : The interface heat fluxes are related to the difference between the
interfacial temperature and the bulk phasic temperature by a heat transfer coefficient, i.e.

Q^hUT.-T,), (2.24)

where the heat flux is proportional to the interfacial area which is obtained from the flow regime
models or by a transport equation. The heat transfer coefficients must be specified by empirical
correlations.

Wall heat transfer Q,~ : is the heat transfer at the wall.

Interface mass transfer F.. : is the volumetric rate of production of steam mass. It is obtained from the
thermal energy fluxes. We distinguish the phasic energy fluxes at the interface and the wall heat
transfer. One must partition the phasic energy flux at the interface, due to a phasic energy at the
interface different from the bulk phase energy, into an energy that results in mass transfer and an
energy that results in phasic sensible energy change [R89]. Likewise, the wall heat transfer must also
be partitioned into heat which results in direct mass transfer (e.g. subcooled boiling), and that which
results in bulk heating.

Interface momentum transfer F,.J : are the result of interfacial forces (viscous stresses at the interface)
and pressure forces normal to the interface (non-viscous contribution). The normal viscous stresses are
small since the velocity gradients are normal to the surface. The tangential or shear stresses consist of
the drag force and transient effects such as the Basset force. The pressure forces consist mainly of the
virtual mass forces. The lift force due to the rotations of particles and the diffusion force due to
concentration gradients may be neglected [IM82].

Drag force : is the drag under steady-state conditions. This force is usually described by an
expression of the form:

rD

(2.25)

where pc is the density of the continuous phase, rsm is the Sauter mean radius, rD is the drag radius,
CD is the drag coefficient and ai is the interfacial area concentration. The drag coefficient correlation
depends not only on the flow regimes but also on the nature of particles (droplets or bubbles) (see
[IM82,IZ79,IC79]).

Virtual mass force: It is the force required for the displacement of adjacent fluid mass in the case of
relative acceleration between the two phases. It is well known that a rigid sphere accelerating
through an ideal fluid is subjected to a force equal to half of the inertia of the displaced fluid.
Furthermore, if the bubble diameter changes because of compressibility effects, an additional
interaction force will come into play. Zuber [Z64] studied the effect of the concentration and
obtained the following expression:

,, 1 l + 2ad dd ,
F ^ ^ >

id id -\ -\

where — (.) represents the total derivative, — (•) = — (•) + u A — (•).
dt dt dt dx

Ishii and Mishima [IM82] propose an alternative expression:

_ Ï
(2.27)
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Lahey et al. [LCD+78] and Drew et al. [DCL79], from the requirement of frame invariance of the
constitutive equation, determined that the virtual mass force should be of the form:

(2.28)

where the virtual mass coefficient Cvm increases with an increasing void fraction of the dispersed
phase due to stronger coupling between two phases. X is also a function of void fraction which
satisfies the following relations :

lim X.(a) = 2
a->0

limX(a) = 0
l

The virtual mass term used in the RELAP5 code [R82,R85,DLJ+88,TP97] has the following form :

F^-a^pc^fcv-^Xu^u.-u^u,} (2.29)

where cvm is the coefficient of the virtual mass defined by

+ 2CC

vm
l -2oc v

3 - 2 a .

2av

if av < 0.5

if a., > 0.5
(2.30)

Stâdtke and Holtbecker [SH91] propose the following expression for the virtual mass term:

d'uv dvu, ) a vp,-a,p v
F v =-a v a ,p

dt dt

(2.31)

pv dt p, dt

with the total derivatives

dt dt
(2.32,

This expression has been derived by considering the following conditions:

• the interfacial terms vanish from the sum of the two momentum equations
• the interfacial force does not contribute to the dissipation of the mechanical energy
• the Jacobian matrix has real eigenvalues, and a complete set of eigenvectors
• the system of equations degenerates naturally towards the single phase flow equations (pure

water or pure steam), as well as the homogeneous case

Interface pressure term : This term assumes a pressure discontinuity at the liquid/vapour interface.
It is a differential term of the form (p-pk')3xcck. Several interface pressure correction models exist in
the literature. It seems reasonable to insist that pressure correction terms must vanish when the
velocities of the two phases become identical, though some models do not satisfy this condition
[L92].
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Detailed closure models for bubbly flows have been presented by Lahey [L92] who assumed pv' * p,'
and equal to ko", where a is the superficial tension and k the proportionality factor. He proposes
the following expressions:

P - P ' V = 0

p - p ; = C p ( a v ) P l ( u v - u , ) 2 (2.33)

This is due to the fact that the dispersed (vapour) phase occupies relatively small regions within
which no large pressure gradients can be supported. Thus, the expansion/contraction of bubbles
can give a contribution to pk-pk' only in the continuous (liquid) phase.

Some authors [T96] take an interface pressure term in such a way that the system becomes
hyperbolic :

P - P 1 . = p - P i v = a v 0 p 1 ( u v - U 1 ) 2 . (2.34)

Bestion [B90] proposes yet another expression for this term in the CATHARE code model:

P - P i = p - P ' v = a v a ' P v P l ( "v -u , ) 2 - (2.35)
a ,p v +a v p,

Basset force : is the effect of the acceleration on the viscous drag and the boundary-layer
development.

Lift force: if an object moves through a fluid which has a shearing motion, then it is subjected to a
force transverse to the direction of motion, called the "lift force".

Interfacial area : The interfacial area concentration, defined as the interfacial area per unit volume of
the mixture, characterises the kinematic effects and the structure of the flow. So, its modelling should
be based on geometrical factors, void fraction and flow parameters.

Interfacial velocities (u1) : It is usual to assume that the interfacial velocities are equal for both phases.
The momentum transfer associated with mass transfer requires a model for u'. Ransom [R89] provides
a 'donored' velocity formulation which is always dissipative :

, fuv if rv < o
U = 1 f T n ( 2 3 6 )

[u, if rv > o
Stewart and Wendroff [SW84] propose the following expression :

u' = — — (2.37)

Hughes et al. [HLM76] propose a similar expression :

u* = Puv + (1 -(3)u, (2.38)

with p e (0,1). Yadigaroglu and Lahey [YL76] suggest the value (3 = Vi. Bouré and Delhaye [BD82] have
proposed as estimate for the interfacial velocity the velocity:

u ' = a v u v + a , u 1 (2.39)

while Saurel and Abgrall [SA98] prefer as estimate the mixture velocity u.
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Viscous stress tensor : Ishii [175] proposes the following expression :

Tk =2m(D k b + D U ) (2.40)

where Dkb is the bulk deformation tensor given by :

and D^ is the interfacial extra deformation tensor approximated by :

Dci =-y £ L [V(a c ) (u d - u c ) + (ud -u c )V(a c ) ] (2.42)
C

Djj = 0

where aci is the mobility of the continuous phase.

Turbulent stress tensor : Ishii [175] following the frame-indifference condition arrives to the conclusion
that the stress tensor depends only on the deformation tensor Dk = Dkb + Dki Consequently, he
proposes :

Tk
T = 2(Ik

TDk (2.43)

where |ik
T is the turbulent viscosity.

Wall friction : Factional pressure drops in two-phase flow are generally correlated with extrapolations
from the single phase case. The way of introducing two-phase coefficients depends on the system of
equations. In CATHARE, the 6-equation model wall friction terms are written in the following form
[B90] :

(2.44)

where c^ is the friction coefficient expressed by analogy with the single phase model as

c fk=c fk(Rek), with Rek = a k P k " k D h , (2.45)

and ck is a two-phase multiplier deduced from experiments. In the RELAP5 code [DLJ+88], the
correlation HTFS [CCW72] is used in order to calculate the two-phase multiplier.

q,, and q,1 : are respectively the conductive heat flux and the turbulent heat flux in phase k.

2.3.2 Coupling with interfacial area transport

The interfacial area strongly depends on the existence and size of small fluid particles in all flow
regimes. The interfacial transfer terms are proportional to the interfacial area. The geometrical effects
on the interfacial transfer terms are taken into account primarily by the interfacial area concentration.
In order to improve the modelling of two-phase flow, the two-fluid model can be coupled
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[SFW97,M98] to an additional transport equation for interfacial area concentration, first introduced by
Ishii [175] :

(2.46)

where u' is the interfacial velocity and Sa is the volume averaged source term for the interfacial area
concentration. The evolution of interfacial area concentration as a dynamic, time-dependent process
minimises the use of flow regime maps based on steady state or fully developed flow assumptions
and improves the interfacial transport between phases.

The source terms in equation (2.46) describe the rate of increase and decrease in the interfacial area
concentration due to the fluid particle break-up process or due to the coalescence process for a
dispersed flow regime

break + S coa]. (2.47)

Assuming locally equal-sized particles with spherical shape, the source term for the interfacial area
concentration can be expressed [M98] (see also [KI95]) in the following way :

3 I p dt dx

1
dt dx

3 l - P PJ

(2.48)

(2.49)

where H is the Heaviside function, coa free parameter, and

1- = d. if d. < D

*&,=?£ ifd >D

1* =8D—^2-p 1-cc

with D the pipe diameter, d5 the Sauter diameter given as ds = 6a /a..

2.3.3 The two-fluid two-pressure model

The first 'two-pressure' models [L56,RT78] reduced to the 'equal pressures assumption', i.e. a single
pressure model when certain parameters (gravitational field, surface tension, bubble inertia, viscous
stress, etc.) vanish. Recently, Lee et al. [LCK98,KLC98] have developed a new 'two-pressure' model.
Their pressure discontinuity across the interface represents the effect of surface tension which is
neglected in the basic two-fluid model.

Ransom and Scofield [RS76] were the first to document a real two-pressure model which remedies the
problem of the non-hyperbolic nature of the single-pressure model. Theirs was an eight-equation
model. A five-equation two-pressure model was presented independently by Hicks [H81]. Here we
present the eight-equation two-pressure model of [RS76,RH84,RH88] in the case of planar, stratified
two-phase flow. The model is given by :
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f f - s : ,2.50,
dt dx

| - (a,p,) + ^ l = sr (251)
dt dx

9 ^ ^ pv - p ) ^ = Sp; (2.52)
d

i ( a v p v u v ) + 9(avpvu^) + a v ^ + (pv p ) ^ S ;
ot dx dx

£L r (2.53)( a I p 1 u 1 ) + ^ + a , + < p 1 » £ Sr
ot dx dx dx

I = i a v + Û ^ (2.54)
d ot dx

dx

( a i P l , l ) + s p
dt dx

— (pv) + a(puv) + P l ~ P v = Spv (2.57)
dt d

where uk and u are respectively the axial component of phasic and mixture velocity, v is the transverse
component of the mixture velocity, Û and p are the notations for the velocity and the pressure at the
interface which are taken respectively equal to:

Û = (u v +u, ) /2 (2.58)

(2.59)

and d is the distance between the plates. In the 5-equation two-pressure model consisting of the first
five equations, the v, Û and p variables are given by the following expressions :

v = ( p v - p , ) / ( a , + a , ) (2.60)

û = (u v +u, ) /2 (2.61)

p = (pv/(avpv) + p I/(a,p1))/(l/(avPv) + l/(aIp1)) (2.62)

where ak is the sound of speed of the kth-phase.

It appears that some discussions about interface conditions and interface mass transfer have been
obscured because the phrase 'velocity of the interface' is somewhat ambiguous; 'tangential velocity of
the interface' in particular, seems to be open to many different definitions.

To close the system the following equation of state is assumed :

Pk =Pk(Pk ' h k) (2-63)
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Both the 5-equation and 8-equation two-pressure models are hyperbolic. According to Ransom and
Hicks [RH84] they approximate additional physical features and are shown to be a viable approach
for the case of separated flow. The extension of this model to irregular 3D flows is not trivial, but it
does not differ in principle from that example.

2.3.4 The isentropic flow model

Under the hypothesis of isentropic flow (constant entropy for each of the two phases), the 6 equation
model can be simplified to yield a system of 4 equations, consisting of mass and momentum balance
equations for the two phases. This model has proved quite useful for analysis and development of
numerical schemes. Indeed, the system of equations contains all the mathematical difficulties of the 6-
equation systems, namely, it is non-conservative and generally non-hyperbolic.

. r , (2.64,( a j , , ) t r ,
dt dx

| ( a i p l ) + * S a ! H l 2 = r, (2.65)
dt dx

(av P vuv) + d ( a v P v O + av f̂  - ^- • (av(fv + fv
T))

dx dx (2.66)

( a I p I u l ) + ^ + a I ^ ( a 1 ( l + ^ ) )
dt dx dx dx (2.67)

= a,p,fext + F,w + F,1 + r, uj

2.3.5 The homogeneous equilibrium model

In some flow regimes or applications, the motions of the two phases are strongly coupled and partial
equilibrium between the two phases exists, leading to simplified models, so-called 'mixture models',
which consider the mixture as a whole, rather than two phases separately.

The homogeneous equilibrium flow model assumes that both fields move at identical speed and that
there is thermal equilibrium between the two phases. The two phases are also at saturation T=T(p).
This leads to a system of equations very similar to the Euler equations (for the convective part) which
express the conservation of mixture density, velocity and total energy :

dt dx
(2.68)

3(pu2 + p) 9 = = T
f ( p u ) + " \ V) - f- • (T + TT) = pf « + Fw (2.69)
dt dx dx

+ T T ) . . ) - f •(, + ,')
3x (2.70)

= pfexl • u + Q w

This is the simplest two-phase flow model. We remark that the interaction terms which couple the
transport of mass, momentum and energy of each phase across the interfaces in the two-fluid model,
cancel each other.
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2.3.6 The slip model

This is also a mixture model but the vapour and liquid phases are allowed to have different velocities :

h¥ 0 <271>at dx
9 d(pu + p + pc(l - c)ur

2) 9 = =T
f (pu) + - ^ Z—^- LLL - i L • (T + TT) = pfext + Fw (2.72)
dt dx dx

1 ( p E ) + 3(p(uH + urc(l - cXL + uur + (1 - 2c)ur
2)>

d t d x (2.73)

= JL . ((T + TT) • u) + i - • (q + qT) + pfext • u + Qw

dx dx

where L is the latent heat of vaporisation, c=cv is the mass concentration of vapour. The relative
velocity or the ratio between the velocities of the two phases is specified in various ways by an
algebraic relation, i.e. a slip relation. The model can be augmented by an additional equation for mass
vapour concentration:

i()^lil^H) = rv (2.74)(pC)+

ot dx

2.3.7 The drift flux model

Another way of looking at two-phase flow is to describe the flow system in terms of a 'drift-flux'. The
drift flux model for two-phase flow requires four field equations namely, mass, momentum and
energy balance equation for the mixture, and a mass equation for one of the phases, say vapour [CI78].

Although the drift-flux model is simpler than the two-fluid model, it requires some drastic
constitutive assumptions since it has only four equations. Therefore, it is understandable that some of
the characteristics of two-phase flow are lost in the drift-flux model. The drift-flux model is most
appropriate when there exists a strong coupling between the motion of the two phases and when one
is mostly interested in the response of the total mixture rather than that of the individual phases. Two-
phase flow problems involving a sudden acceleration of one phase may not be appropriately
described by the flux-drift model.

Zuber and Findlay [ZF65] defined the volumetric flux densities by

J.. = °W. (2-75)

and diffusion or drift velocities with respect the volumetric flux density of the mixture by

Vkj = u k - j (2.76)

where the volumetric flux density of the mixture is defined by

J = jv+j, (2-77)

One can express the drift velocities in terms of the relative velocity

= urce, (2.78)
- u ^ . (2.79)

When the relative velocity is zero, i.e. ur = 0, then
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Vvj = O,uv=j (2.80)
V, = 0,u, = j (2.81)

Using the definitions of the various velocity fields, some important relations are obtained :

uv = u + V^p,/p (2.82)
u, = u-Vvj(cxvpv)/(pc0 (2.83)
j = u + Vvi(av(p,-pv))/p (2.84)

In the drift-flux model, a problem is solved for otv and u with a given constitutive relation for V ,̂
which can be written as :

Vvj = VVj + (Co - l)j (2.85)

where Vvj is the void fraction-weighted value of the local drift velocity and Co is the distribution
parameter. Both of these quantities can be obtained from analysis and/or experimental data (for more
details see [ZF65,I77,IC79]).

The equations (2.82)-(2.83) can be used to recover a solution for phasic velocities after the problem has
been solved. We can write the drift-flux model in the following form :

3 dpu
— p + 4 — = 0 (2.86)
dt dx

3 i ^ > ) + pr»+F- ,2.87,(pu) + ^ ( T + T ) (
dt dx dx dx a,p

d , , . d(phu) dp d . T.
— (ph) + - ^ — ^ - -£ + — • (q + qT) =

( v v j L ) + (u + V v j ) ^ + p f u + Q
dx p p dx

i^&ai-r,-JL^MLVJ (2.89,
dx dx p

Since there is only one energy equation, a condition (thermal constraint) is necessary to partition the
mixture energy into the part corresponding to the liquid phase and that corresponding to the vapour
phase. There are two possibilities:

• thermal equilibrium between the two phases (same T)
Q the hypothesis that either the vapour or the liquid is at saturation.

This concludes the chapter devoted to the presentation of some of the main two-phase flow models
that are used today. An important feature of those models are the closure laws, in which one tries to
recover some of the important information that was lost in the averaging procedure. In some way, this
is analogous to the modelling of turbulence in single-phase flow. The derivation of those closure laws,
mainly in one dimension, has required an enormous amount of experimental and analytical work over
the last three decades, and much more is needed to derive their three-dimensional counterparts.

Once one has chosen the two-phase flow model that is the most adapted to the flow regime one is
interested in, there remains the difficult task of developing a numerical method to discretise the
system of equations. Before doing that, one needs to carry out a thorough mathematical analysis of the
models. This is the purpose of the following chapter.
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3 Mathematical analyses of some two-phase flow models

In this chapter, we discuss some important mathematical properties relating to the 6-equation two-
fluid two-phase flow model, and in particular examine the conditions under which the model
becomes hyperbolic when regularising terms are added to it. The debate is still open as to whether the
inclusion of these correction terms is thoroughly justified from the point of view of the physics, or
even from the point of view of the mathematics, since much that is known about hyperbolicity and
stability relates to linear problems. There is quite an extensive bibliography concerning mathematical
analyses of two-phase flow models, and the reader is encouraged to read those articles for more
details on the matter: [S77,S79a,RT78,LCD+78,DCL79,A80,D83,SW84,RH84,PMR97, KLC98].

What is clear however is that to construct upwind differencing scheme, one has to know about the
eigenstructure of the system of partial differential equations one is trying to solve. The extent of the
knowledge one needs depends very much on the numerical method: one may only be interested in
determining the sign of the eigenvalues, or one may need to exhibit algebraic expressions (but this
turns out to be a difficult task in general) or approximations of eigenvalues and vectors. Different
pertubation methods are described here to determine approximations of eigenvalues in terms of small
parameters. Another possibility is to rely on symbolic calculation packages such as MAPLE or
MATHEMATICA.

Mathematical analyses of two-phase mixture models are not described here but should naturally be
performed before constructing any numerical algorithm. Generally, one can derive conditions under
which a model is hyperbolic, and most mixture models such as slip or drift-flux models are indeed
conditionally hyperbolic.

3.1 Characteristic analyses of two-phase flow systems

We examine in this section the mathematical nature of the "inviscid" two-phase flow models. It is well
known that the averaging procedure which is used to construct these models, leads to systems of
partial differential equations that are not hyperbolic, i.e. they possess complex eigenvalues. In that
case, solutions of an initial value problem do not depend continuously on initial values, so that the
problem is not well-posed. Numerical damping terms or modifications of the p.d.e. are required to
obtain stable results. However, as discussed in [SW84] and [A80], the presence of non-zero viscous
terms, no matter how small, makes the models well-posed.

3.1.1 On the hyperbolicity of two-fluid models

The basic two-fluid differential model is given below.

Mass conservation:

—(aipi>V-(a1piu1>=0 (3.1)

Momentum conservation:

—(ocelli )fV -(aipiUiUj )fajVp=0 (3.2)

Energy conservation:

— [ 0 ^ ^ ]fV {cCipUiHi ]fp-^L= 0 (3.3)
at at
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The subscript refers to the liquid phase (i=l) or the vapour phase (i=v). The right hand side, which
contains source terms, viscous terms and interface exchange terms is set to zero.

This basic model may be cast into the quasi-linear form :

(3.4,

where v is the vector of conservative variables, v = (a ip i , « j P ^ , (XjpjE; ). We recall that the
system is said to be hyperbolic if and only if A(v) has all real eigenvalues and a complete set of
eigenvectors. The eigenvalues are independent of the choice of variables used to write the system
(3.4). The most convenient choice is the primitive vector u,

u = (a, p, u, , u v , S, , Sv) . (3.5)

It is well-known that the presence or absence of the energy equations does not affect the hyperbolicity
of the whole system. Indeed, removing the kinetic energy terms from the total energy equation, a
balance equation can be derived for the phasic entropy.

Entropy conservation:

IWX^iPiSjUjM (3-6)

Using the mass conservation equation, this last equation becomes:

l&^i^O (3.7)
at dx

Clearly, two eigenvalues of A(v), associated to the energy equations, are given by X - u, and X = uv. For
the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, the isentropic case will be considered here with
equations of state given by expressions of the form :

P i =Pi (P ,S i ) (3.8)

and the speed of sound in each phase defined as :

Then system (3.4) becomes in the isentropic case :

(avp,a,2 + cc.p^^d.p+Cc^p.ajy + a,pva*u,)3xp + pvpia^Cl
2ax(avuv + a,u,) =0

(avp,a2 + o c ^ a ^ a . c ^ + a ^ C u , - u,)3xp + a,pva23x(avuv) - a ^ ^ f d j a ^ , ) =0
( 3 1

d,u, +11,3,11, + ( l / p , ) 3 x p = 0

It is straightforward to show that the four roots of this system satisfy the equation :

((|)-ô)2(()) + ô ) 2 - p v a , ( ( t ) - ô ) 2 - p I a v ^ + ô ) 2 = 0 (3.11)
where
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<|> = r"1 (k - \ (uv + u, ) ) , (3.12)

and
2 2

r = ( r
J L j

 TY , (3.13)
avp,a, + a , p v a v

It is shown in [SW84] and [RH84] that this characteristic equation has two complex roots if

0 < ur
2 < \& r | ( a l P v ) 1 / 3 + (av P l)

1 / 3 \ (3.14)
avp,a,2 +a,pva2 '

So, we find the well-known result that the basic single pressure two-fluid model has a pair of complex
eigenvalues in the physically interesting region of state-space, that is for two-phase flows in which the
relative velocity between phases is small. Interestingly, one recovers the fact that in the homogeneous
case (ur = 0), the model is hyperbolic. In general, it is not, so that the system of partial differential
equations is ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard [H52]. For linear equations, this means that the
solutions do not depend continuously on the initial data. For non-linear systems, Lax [L80] proved the
non-existence of a bounded integral of the solution unless the eigenvalues of A are real, which is
strong evidence that continuous dependence is also lacking for our non-linear system.

Problems which are ill-posed are difficult, but not hopeless: regularising terms may be added, the
initial data may have to be restricted to subsets of function space, or it may be necessary to use some
notion of generalised solution.

3.1.2 On the hyperbolicity of mixture models

Although we shall not describe here any mathematical analysis of two-phase flow mixture models, we
would like to draw the attention of the reader to the fact that for some models such as slip models or
drift flux models, one can prove conditional hyperbolicity, with a condition for hyperbolicity of the
form:

0< u. < U H , (3.15)

Thus, and contrary to the two-fluid model, mixture models are hyperbolic for small, non-zero relative
velocities, as well as for zero relative velocities, in which case the models reduce to the homogeneous
model (with or without thermal equilibrium) which can be proved to be unconditionally hyperbolic.
Mathematical analyses concerning hyperbolicity of mixture models can be found in the following
references [T90,TF97,R98,FT99] for instance. In the case of the water /steam mixture model described
in [FT99], the velocity UH which determines the region of hyperbolicity was found to be of the order of
0.44m/s.

3.1.3 Mathematical tools for eigenvalue analysis

In order to make the two-phase flow models unconditionally or conditionally hyperbolic, one can
introduce one or some regularising terms in the form of space and time derivatives of dependent flow
parameters (phasic physical quantities). Many differential terms such as added mass and interfacial
pressure terms are proposed in the literature [TK96,T96,CDT98,TP97]. They will be discussed in the
following sections.

Once it is established that the model is hyperbolic, one usually requires some knowledge of the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix A in order to construct upwind schemes. Here, contrary to the case
of single-phase flows, the various differential terms (such as virtual mass and interface pressure
terms) complicate the computation of the eigenvalues. It is often very difficult to obtain analytical
expressions for the exact eigenvalues that can be used in the numerical fluxes. Several approaches are
proposed to get practical approximations of the eigenvalues :
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• A numerical algorithm. However it may be expensive in CPU time for 3D finite volume
calculations because the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors are needed at each cell interface;

Q A perturbation method using a small parameter. We distinguish:

Density perturbation method [CDT98] to analyse the eigenstructure of the different systems,
and to compute approximations of the eigenvalues and vectors when their explicit expression
is not available,

- Taylor expansion of the eigenvalues using ^ = —- as a small parameter [TK96],[T96].
C m

Q Also intensive use of symbolic calculation packages (MAPLE, MATHEMATICA) may help obtain
closed form expressions of eigenvalues for carefully designed regularising terms [SH91].

3.1.4 Perturbation analysis

Perturbation theory for linear operators [H91,K84] provides a convenient way to analyse the well-
posed nature of the system and to obtain computable approximations of the eigenelements of original
matrix. We review here briefly the necessary mathematical background and refer the reader to the
references for a more comprehensive treatment.

Let Ao be a real matrix of dimension n. We define GA , the set of eigenvalues:

aAo = {^complex; det(A0-AJd)=0}= {À, JC \ } (3.16)

where "det" denotes the determinant which can be written in the form

det(A0-Md) = (X0-l)
m° (X}-Xfl K (K-X)m* (3.17)

k
mf is the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue X. and / , m i = n

Moreover, to each eigenvalue is associated the eigen-subspace Kj :

Kj = {x/Aox=XjX }= Ker(A0-XjId) (3.18)

and gK= dimKj, the dimension of K(/ is the geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue X,.

Ao is called the unperturbed operator and we assume that its eigenvalues and eigenvectors are easy to
find. Let A, be a real matrix ; we want to study of the evolution of the eigenstructure from Ao to A :

A = A0 + ^A1 (3.19)

where Ç is some small parameter.

The perturbation theory of linear operators is an intense research subject. Here, we use the following
results that can be found in [C88] and are of prime interest in two-fluid applications.

Let X- be an eigenvalue of Ao ; there are m: eigenvalues \~ (of A) obtained from the perturbation of

the eigenvalue X° and it can be proved that
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; i=lK mj )= o{V'/rn> ) (3.20)

This estimate will be of prime interest in the next section . We can distinguish two cases :

• The strictly diagonalizable case. The unperturbed operator Ao is diagonalizable with distinct
real eigenvalues. Hence, m, = g( = 1 for all j and it can be proved [C88] that, for small Ç, A is
diagonalizable with distinct real eigenvalues.

• The degenerate case. aA is real but the unperturbed operator Ao is no longer diagonalizable; it
has a non-trivial 2 x 2 Jordan block. The evolution of the degenerate root is not
straightforward and we will see that A may be diagonalizable with distinct complex
eigenvalues even for arbitrary small Ç.

3.1.5 Taylor expansion of the eigenvalues

In order to determine the eigenvalues of the isentropic system (3.10) we must find the four roots of a

polynomial of degree four Pu (A.) given by

Pu (X)=det(A0(u) + ÇA, (u) - X(u)Id) (3.21)

The theory of algebraic equations shows us that it is possible to compute the four roots of this
polynomial as algebraic functions of its coefficients. However, this would lead to very complicated
computations which are not necessary to determine the behaviour of the roots A.,(u).

To get approximations of these roots, one can use a perturbation method by introducing a small
parameter Ç. We can then rewrite [TK96] the polynomial Pu (k) as

) 0 ^ ^ (3.22)

with

q(z ; Û < (l + |z|)S<p(Ç) if s e N and 3 lim cp(Ç) = 0. (3.23)
Ç0

We look for the roots of the polynomial Pu(z, ^j in a neighbourhood of a root ZQ of the polynomial

PQ(Z). We distinguish two cases, whether ZQ is a simple root or a double root [RS91,H91].

First case. ZQ is a simple root. Then, the first-order approximation, defined for \ ^ 0 close enough to
zero, is given by

() (3.24)

with

Po(zo)
( 3 . 2 5 )

Second case. ZQ is a double root of Po(z), and p,(zo)=O. Then, at first order in \, the double root

splits into two simple roots, defined for £, ̂  0 close enough to zero and given by

(3.26)

where Z]~are the two roots of the second order equation
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p o ( z o ) z 1 + 2 p 1 ( z 0 ) z 1 + p 2 ( z 0 ) = 0 (3.27)

Consequently, the roots remain real at first order and the system is hyperbolic if the condition

(pi(0))2-p2(0)P;(0)>0 (3.28)

is satisfied.

3.2 Interface pressure correction models

In this section, we apply the density perturbation method (DPM) and Taylor expansion techniques to
the mathematical analysis of regularised models modified by the addition of interface pressure
correction terms. In the basic model, surface tension effects are neglected, and it is assumed that
pressure equilibrium exists between the two phases : p = p, = pv ^ pE, with p: the interface pressure.
Several interface pressure correction models exist in the literature (see in Chapter Two-phase flow
models and flow regimes' Eqs. (2.33), (2.34), (2.35)). They must vanish when the velocities of the two
phases become identical, though some models do not satisfy this condition [L92].

3.2.1 The Density Perturbation Method

We introduce two characteristic densities pv and p, and the new variables pv ,p, ,v :

and

We set

v= (a,p,, a v p v , a,p,u,, avpvuv

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

and we define the parameter

(3.32)

The density ratio depends on the configuration of the flow. For instance, for air-water bubbly flow % =
103. For simplicity the liquid phase is assumed here to be incompressible : p, = const. The pressure
correction can then be written in the generalised form

(p-pk')3xock= 9k(v)3xv, (3.33)

A dimension analysis of 8k in (3.33) proves that it is not proportional to a density and we can write

/ o o o o "
0 0 0 0 -SL

e , ( v ) o o o
e v ( v ) o o o

(3.34)
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In the examples treated below, we will see that q0 = 0, and q, = 1. From now on, we will omit " in the
notations. Using the equation above, we write system (3.29) in the form

with

and

3tv+A(v)9xv=O

A0(v)=

0 0

0 0

-u,2 0

1

0

2u,

0

0

1

0

2u.,

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

A,(v>=

0

0

a,3VlP
0

0

0

0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0

fB,(v) (3.38)

The small parameter £, introduced above defines a splitting of the matrix A(v). The matrix A0(v) would
represent a system with no pressure gradient in the liquid phase and it is expected that its eigenvalues
and eigenvectors are easy to find. Hence, perturbation methods are a natural way to take into account
the contribution of Ç A,(v) in order to study the eigenstructure of the original matrix A(v).

3.2.1.1 Application of the density perturbation method to Lahey's pressure correction

We recall that Lahey's pressure correction has the following form [L92] :

P-Pv' = 0
P-P,' = Cp(o0p,ur

2.

We require Cp > 0 for 0 < av < 1. The application of the D.P.M. leads to the following expression of A,,
and Ao:

and

A,=a,

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

v,P ^v2P 0 0

0 0 0 0

Ao=

0

0
0
0

0

1
0

2u,

0
1

0-u2+Cp(ccvXuv-uJ
av9 p av3v,p-u2 0

(3.39)

(3.40)
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Using the notation

(3.41)

we can find eigenvalues of Ao as trivial roots of P^

(3.42)

and, as soon as ur * 0, we easily get the decomposition of Ao :

with

Ao = P D P"1

D=

\ o o o
0 X2 0 0

0 0 X3 0

0 0 0 /L

0

0
0

0

[c
0

0

0

0

0

0 ^

0

0

(3.43)

(3.44)

P=

0

1

0

u

Pi

u

Pi

, 2 A '

V

ai-i

u.

-P^c 2

P. m

\2 \

0

fc-3 0

(3.45)

(remember that densities are now dimensionless). Ao is strictly diagonalizable and, according to the
section 'Perturbation analysis', it is expected that the small perturbation £ A, will yield a well-posed
two-fluid model.

3.2.1.2 Application of the density perturbation to the isentropic single pressure model

Let us study the hyperbolicity of the common pressure model : p=pv=Pi=pv-p// i-e. the isentropic basic
model. The computation leads to A0(v) and A,(v) given by

A0(v>

0

0

-u,

0
0

0

1
0

2u.

0
1

0

avav 2p-u2
v 0 2uN

(3.46)
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0

0

v,P
0

0

0

a v 2 P

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

A,(v)=a,

Here, A0(v) is not diagonalizable but we get the Jordan decomposition

A0 = RJR"

with

(3.47)

(3.48)

J=

X o o o
0 X2 0 0

0 0 ^3 0

0 0 0 X4

uv-a
0
0
0

0 0
u, 0
0u ,

0

0

0
0 0 u,,+ a.

(3.49)

and

R=

0 X2(u
2-a^) a^+uf-u2 0

1

0 VAnt-ai) -2u.X4 0

X,, X.^ai 0 X.4

1 1 * v 2.
1 K2 a m

Pi P.
-2u r X 2 (3.50)

Pi

Now, in order to study the hyperbolicity of the model, we must look at the perturbation operator in
some detail. Lidskii [MBO97] has proved that (with the same notation as in (3.20)) :

(3.51)

where K, and Kj are the square roots of K2 :

(r2 is the second column of R and 1, the third line of R"1). Here, we get the following value :

(3.52)

avP,l-(ur/am)2 (3.53)

Subsonic multiphase flows are considered for which ur/am < 1 ; it follows that X2 and A,2, velocities

are complex and Ao + ^ A, is diagonalizable with distinct complex eigenvalues. The density
perturbation method provides an original way to see that the common pressure model is ill-posed,
which was already known by other methods.

3.2.2 Application of Taylor expansion to Toumi' pressure correction

We will apply now the perturbation method using Ç=ur/am as a small parameter to the 6-equations
two-fluid model, regularised by the adjunction of Toumi's pressure correction term (2.34).
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3.2.2.1 Governing equations

The 6 equations two-fluid model contains the pressure correction used by Toumi :

)P-Pi =avp,5(uv - (3.54)

where the value of the pressure coefficient 8 will be defined in the following sections so as to have a
hyperbolic system. A similar formulation has been used in reference [H+80].

The liquid phase is supposed to be incompressible and the vapour phase is assumed to be an ideal gas
governed by the state law

PA, (3-55)

with a constant coefficient y > 1. Since the liquid phase has a constant mass density p , , we have

(3.56)

Substituting this equation in the energy equation, we can write the two-fluid model in the following
non conservative form:

3tv + A(v))xv=0

where v is the vector of conservative variables.

(3.57)

v= avpv , a,p,, avpvuv , avpv ev a,p, e, (3.58)

A straightforward calculation gives the Jacobian matrix A(v) of the two-fluid model (3.57), as follows :

A=

0

0
1 2
V U V

[PU

av

«iPv

0

0
2 P-Pi

Pv
Pi

P-Pi

Pi

2
1

1

0
3

oc p +2u

«iPv

0

0
4

«vPv

4

1

0

1

«vPv

«lPv

0

0

«vPv

«iPv

(avpj,-H )uv (avp^ )uv

«IPv11,
i

+HV
Pi

P 5 6
i— avpvu +uv avPvuv

Pi

Pi
H i ) u , aiPvu, a iPvu ,+ H i aiPvu, a iPvu ,+ u .

' ' ' Pi ' ' '

(3.59)

The pressure derivatives with respect to the conservative variables, Pv^dp/dVj )v ̂  are calculated

using the state function equation (3.55) and the vector of conservative variables (3.58). We obtain:

av

(3.60)
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Substituting these expressions of the pressure derivatives into equation (3.59), we obtain the Jacobian
matrix:

A =

0

0

P.
cc,

avp,

0

0

0

1

o
(3-Y)u

a.

0
1

0

2u,

ji
Pi

H P

H l P.

0
0

y-1

(I-IP-

Y"v

(Y-lAu,

0
0

0

0

0

3.2.2.2 Hyperbolicity of the Jacobian matrix

A straightforward computation of the characteristic determinant leads to the following polynomial :

(3.61)

with

(3.62)

This characteristic polynomial has two trivial roots À=uv and X=u, which correspond to the
characteristic velocities of the phasic energy equations. The four other roots are given by the
polynomial PA \k). We expect to find two roots in the neighbourhood of the phasic velocities and two
roots depending on an average speed of sound. First, to give a first-order approximation of these
roots, we discuss the case of the homogeneous two-fluid model, where the parameter Ç = 0. In this
case, the two phases have the same velocity u and the characteristic polynomial has the following
limit:

«vP 1 .

(3.63)

This latter polynomial has six real roots

2 — A. 3 = A 4 — A. 5 = U ,

and

where am is given by

(3.64)
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H-51- (3-65)
avp,

We deduce that the linearised system is always hyperbolic if the two phases have the same velocity
(even without corrective terms like the interface pressure term).

We assume now that the relative velocity between the two phases is much lower than the speed of
sound of the two-phase mixture am. This is the case in many physically interesting configurations, for
example, for steam and water in a vertical pipe. Consequently, we introduce the small parameter \,
given by the dimensionless relative velocity:

(uv - U j )
\ = — — « 1 (3.66)

am
Using the perturbation method, introduced in Section 3.1.5, we found that the simple roots À, and

X6 remain real, and the multiple roots À=u split into four distinct real roots. In fact, the condition

(3.28) is equivalent to

' f ^ H L | (3.67)
a,pv

and the first-order approximations in % of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are given by:

3.2.3 Application of Taylor expansion to the general 6-equation two-fluid model using Bestion's
pressure correction

We consider in this section, a 3D six equations two-fluid model

— ( a k p k ) + V - ( a k p k u k ) = 0
dt

^ ( a k p k u k ) + V • (akpkuk & uk) + akVp + (p - p!)Vak = 0

3-(akPkEk) + P^-^k + v " (akPkHk) = 0dt dt

with arbitrary equations of state for both the liquid and the vapour phases :

p k = p k ( p , h k ) , k = v,l, (3.68)

The interface pressure term is written as follows [B90] :
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(p-pi)Vak,k = v,l/ (3.69)

with

= s «v«,pvPl
r w r

(3.70)

where 5 is an arbitrary, positive parameter. We look for the eigenvalues of the system,

(3.71)

with the vector of 'primitive' state variables u = (ocv, p, uv, u,, hv/ h,)T e IRm and
wk = wk(x,t), x € Rd , t >0, where d=l,2 or 3 and m=2(d+2). Let v be a unit vector in Rd. If we denote

d

)jAj(u) then

B(u) =

Pv

"Pi

"P." ]

a,K,

CX V K V W V

a,K,u,

0

0

0

0

0

0

«vPv

0

0PvHv av(HvKv-l) avPvi/v 0 av(Hvpv+Pv)
-p,H, a ^ H , ^ - ! ) 0 a,p,Mi 0

0

0

0

Pv(«v-"U)

-P,(«ri)) («,-i»

-p,(M, •!))«, -ufau a^^a, -U)M,
pvHv (IIV

a.,
0

avpv((av

0

OCVKVHV (uv • v) a v p v ((nv

0

(

a.p.CCa, •

0

0

t))#-

0

)

f «, ® •

«VPV («V
0

avpv(Mv •

o) 0

a v ( « v • D ) ( H V

•v)

Pv +Pv)

0

a,|3,(M, -u)

0

a,p,u,
0

H.-uj 0 p,)

with

We introduce the speed of sound in the homogeneous two-phase mixture :
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c . - («!£. ;>

where p is the mixture density and ak = (Kk H —) ' is the speed of sound in the k-phase. In the
Pk

presence of a relative velocity between phases, the relation between the 'thermodynamic' speed of
sound and the 'acoustic' speed of sound is given by:

- i l / 2

PvPl
cm-

Assuming the relative velocity between phases is much lower than the speed of sound a,,,

we find, using the perturbation method introduced in Section 'Taylor expansion of the eigenvalues',
that the model is hyperbolic provided that the interface pressure coefficient Ô is greater than a
minimum value 50=l. The eigenvalues are then given by:

a,pv«v

a,pv+avp,

a,pv«v+o

• v -

a,pv+cxvp,
avp,«,v+a,pvHl v_

oc,pv+avp,

pressure / void waves

pressure / density waves

traverse velocity / momentum waves

K=u,-v
traverse velocity / momentum waves

X9=uv-v
energy waves

3.3 Virtual mass model

The virtual mass appears as a consequence of the different phasic accelerations. Its expression in
realistic two-phase flow is unknown, and many different formulas are used in two-phase flow codes
(see in Section 'Two-phase flow models and flow regimes' Eqs. (2.28), (2.29), (2.31)).
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3.3.1 Application of the Taylor expansion to Drew's virtual mass model

We consider now the following isentropic model

a t(avpv>ax(avpvuv)=O
at(a,p1>-ax(a1pIu,)=O

d« (avpvUv >dx («vPvUv )nxvaxp+Fv = o

at(a,p1u1>-ax(a1p1uf>-a,axp-Fv = 0

where Fv is the virtual mass. The formulation for the virtual mass force term Fv used in (3.72) is

(3.73)

where c v m is the coefficient of the virtual mass. Such formulation is used in the RELAP5 code
[R82,R85,DLJ+88/TP97] and is derived from the expression suggested by Drew et al. [DCL79] :

1 ) } (3.74)

We denote by c m the speed of sound in the homogeneous two-phase mixture which, in the case of a
incompressible liquid phase, has the following form :

a v , (3.75)

where av is the speed of sound in the vapour phase. The speed cm is the usual speed of sound in the
mixture obtained for the homogeneous (equal phase velocity) model. For a two-fluid model including
unequal phase velocity and a virtual mass term, the natural speed of sound is given by

r 2 V'2

PPp + P Cym

vP.PP+p 2c v m y

Cm. (3.76)

The speed of sound in stratified and homogeneous flows respectively correspond to the cases Cvm=0

and cvm = o° We assume that the relative velocity between the two phases is much lower than the
speed of sound of the two-phase mixture which is the case in many physically interesting
configurations, for example for steam and water. Then, the small parameter t, will be given by the
dimensionless relative velocity,

.. uv-Ui
Ç = — L , (3.77)

and we will assume that Q « 1. Using a perturbation method around ^ = 0, we prove the following.

Let Ç be given by Eq. (3.77) and let Cym be equal to

c l= - (a v p v a 1 p , ) 1 / 2 . (3.78)
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*
We can find a positive number ÇQ SO that for any v that lies in the set Q, , subset of the set of physical
states Q., and defined by

: | ^ 0 , cv m>c°m]

the eigenvalues Xs (v), i = 1, 4, are real and distinct. Moreover, these eigenvalues have the behaviour

for t, small enough,

(379)

^ 4 =
u.,+u, •+ar

(2c-l>2cvm i (2cp-l>

PlPv+P^vm Pp+PCv

where ur is the relative velocity between phases.

This result shows that the inclusion of virtual mass force term, with C v m > c v m , makes the model
well-posed.

Proof. It is convenient to introduce the dimensionless variable

m

U- (3.80)

(zWe can write the characteristic polynomial under the form (3.22) with po(z) = z (z — 1). For the

simple roots ZQ = ± 1-, first order approximations of the roots are real and are given by (3.24). For the

double root ZQ = 0, we use equations (3.26) and (3.27). The condition (P!(0))2-p2(0)p0(0)> Ois

equivalent to

(3.81)

Finally, we obtain the first-order approximation in \ of the eigenvalues given by the expressions (3.79).

3.3.2 Stadtke's and Holtbecker's hyperbolic model

This model [SH91] is obtained from the basic 6-equation two-fluid model by introducing as
regularising term into the momentum equations a virtual mass force term which is a function only of
time and space derivative of the major dependent parameters of the flow :

— V-(akpkuk) =

| - ( a k P k u k ) + V • (a k P k u k ® uk) + akVp + Fv
k = 0

at
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(OC O S -
9t v lHl '

where the expression of the virtual mass force is given by :

d V dvu,
dt dt

(3.83)

—a.
avdvpv , a.d'p,

• + •

.Pv d t Pi d t

The system of partial differential equations can be combined in matrix form as

|%G(Vu)=O

with the vector of 'primitive' state parameters and the source term vector

(3.84)

(3.85)

The formulation for the non-viscous interfacial force has been derived to ensure a hyperbolic system
of equations, characterised by the existence of only real eigenvalues of G and a complete set of
independent eigenvectors [SH91,SFW97]. These eigenvalues represent the 'characteristic' velocities of
various wave propagation processes which are in Ç -direction :

pressure/void waves

A.4=UÇ—a^riç
pressure/density waves

transverse velocity/momentum waves

temperature/entropy wave

(3.86)

with the mixture velocity

(3.87)

PvP.

and the two-phase mixture 'sound velocity'

.v- — 3-v- (3.88)
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with

1+k-
gvp1+«,pv a v p 1 + a l P v

a.. a PvP.

and

(3.90,

More details on this 'hyperbolic model' for non-homogeneous two-phase flow and in particular on the
physical interpretation of the characteristic velocities (eigenvalues) can be found in
[SH91,SH93,SBW97,SFW97,SFW98].
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4 Roe's Approximate Riemann Solver : Mixture models

4.1 Introduction

We consider numerical solutions of the initial-value problem for hyperbolic systems of conservation
laws

v , + f (v)x = 0 (4.1)
and

v(x,0)= vo(x) , (4.2)

where v(x, t) is a column vector of m unknowns and the flux f(v) is some vector-valued function of v,
such that the Jacobian matrix J=A given by

A(v) - £ (43)
dv

has only real eigenvalues. Several upwind differencing schemes have been developed starting from
Godunov's original scheme [G59]. Those schemes attempt to build the solution by solving a succession
of Riemann problems. Recall that the Riemann problem is the initial-value problem for (4.1) with

,0) = v L ( x < 0 ) ; v(x,0) = v R ( x > 0 ) . (4.4)

Numerical efficiency justifies the use of approximation of the exact solution of the Riemann problem.
We concentrate here on the linearised Riemann solver introduced by Roe [R81], which exploits the fact
that we can easily solve the Riemann problem for any linear system of equations. Roe therefore
replaces (4.1) by the local linearisation

v t + A ( v L , v R > x = 0 , (4.5)

where A(vL, vR) is some average Jacobian matrix constructed to satisfy the crucial property:

f(vR)-f(vL)=A(vL ,vRXvR - v L ) (4.6)

Such a matrix is known as a Roe-averaged matrix and was first devised by Roe for the Euler equations
with perfect gases [R81].

Several extensions of Roe's linearisation to an arbitrary equation of state have been proposed.
Grossman and Walters [GW89] follow the original method that introduced a parameter vector w such
that v and f(v) are both quadratic functions of w, to obtain a Roe-averaged matrix. Glaister
[G88a,G88b] uses direct approximations of the eigenvaleurs and eigenvectors of A(vL, vR) to provide
linearisations valid for a general convex equation of state. In [G97] several averaging procedures are
examined for the case of real gases. The generalisation by Vinokur and Montagne [VM90] and Liou et
al. [LVS90] assumes that A(vL, vR) is the exact Jacobian matrix evaluated at some average state v, i.e.,

A(u L , u R )=A(v ) (4.7)

More recent works on Roe linearisations for multi-fluid flows can be found in [GM98]. Surprisingly,
an exact definition of a Roe-average for real gases not only exists but is actually not unique. All the
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methods cited above lead to a matrix A(vL, vR) involving undefined coefficients, which are average
pressure derivatives, e.g.,

where p is the pressure, p is the density, and e is the specific internal energy. % and k must satisfy a
new condition:

PR - P L = X ( P R - p L ) + K ( e R - e L ) (4.9)

Various ways of obtaining unique definitions of % and K in terms of thermodynamic states vL and vR

have been proposed. The various suggested solutions may not be justified if the equation of state is a
non-convex function and the two states vL and vR are far apart.

It is to be noted that the average pressure derivatives will have a large effect on the accuracy and the
general behaviour of the approximate Riemann solver. Moreover, concerning two-phase flows such as

mixtures of water and steam, the various formulas for % a n d K suggested in [G88a, G88b, Y87,
LVS90,VM90,GM98] may lead to a non-hyperbolic matrix A(vL, vR) because of additional difficulties
due to the pressure derivatives discontinuity through the saturation curve. Thus, a more careful and
comprehensive study is needed.

In Section 4.2, we present a weak formulation of Roe's approximate Riemann solver based on a
definition of a non-conservative product. We introduce a weak form of condition (4.6) involving a
Lipschitz continuous path connecting vL and vR in Rm, and we look at the effect of the path upon
averaging. In Section 4.3, first, we identify the path that leads to the Roe-averaged state for a real gas,
and then we apply the weak formulation to hyperbolic mixture two-phase flow models. Finally, we
show numerical results for a standard two-phase flow heat addition problem involving two-phase
instabilities.

4.2 Weak formulation

In this section we reformulate Roe's condition (4.6) based on a notion of weak solution to non-linear
hyperbolic systems in non-conservative form [T92]. This weak formulation was first applied in order
to build a Roe-averaged matrix for a conservative system governing a homogeneous equilibrium two-
phase flow and was after extended to hyperbolic non-conservative two-fluid systems modelling two-
phase flow. The section is inspired by work on non-conservative products such as
[CL87a,CL87b,L88,DLM95].

4.2.1 Non-conservative product

For smooth solutions, we can write (4.1) in the equivalent non-conservative form:

v t + A(v)vx = 0. (4.10)

It is well known that the distribution theory is not suitable to define weak solutions of (4.1) when in
the general case A(v) is not the differential of a real-valued flux function f(v) (the product of two
arbitrary distributions has no sense). Such non-conservative systems have been considered first by
Colombeau and Leroux [CL87a,CL87b] and later on by Le Floch [L88] and Dal Maso et al [DLM95].

Here, we are interested in the notion of entropy weak solution for non-linear hyperbolic systems in
non-conservative form as introduced in [DLM95]. This weak solution is based on a definition of non-
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conservative products of the form g(v)(dv/dx), where g: Rm —» Rm is a smooth function and u is a
function of bounded variation. Let us begin by a brief presentation of their definitions. Then, we will
show how to apply this notion to the construction of approximate Riemann solvers.

From now on, we consider a fixed family of smooth paths in Rm, O: [0, 1] x R" x R" -> IRm, satisfying
the following properties of consistency:

O(0;vL ,vR ) = v L , <ï>(l;vL ,vR ) = v R . for every states vL and vR in HT, (4.11)

On the set where the function v is continuous, the product g(v)(dv/dx) is defined as a Borel measure.
On the set of discontinuity points, which are at most countable, the path connecting the left and right
values of v is used to define the measure g(v)(dv/dx).

Proposition and Definition [DLM95]. Let v: ]a, b[ —> IRm be a function of bounded variation and let g: /Rm x
[a, b] —> /R"' be a locally bounded Borel function. Then, there exists a unique bounded Borel measure ju on ]a, b[
characterised by the two following properties:

ifv is continuous on a Borel set B of]a, b[, then

if x0 e ]û, b[, then
(4.13)

The non-conservative product of g(v,.) by dv/dx is defined as the measure /i and is denoted by

= \L (4.14)( ^ d v

dx

For the proof, see [DLM95]. It should be observed that except in the particular case of a conservative
product, the non-conservative product (4.14) depends on the choice of path 4>. This definition has been
applied to define weak solutions to the non-conservative system (4.10) and to get jump relations for
discontinuous solutions.

Proposition [DLM95]. The discontinuous function v given by

, N fv. for x - o t < 0 ,
v(x,t)=4 (4-15)

K ' [vR for x - o t > 0 ,

with a e R, is a weak solution to the system (4.10) if and only if the following generalised Rankine-Hugoniot
condition holds

- Ol + A(d>(s;vL,vR ))>^(s;vL,vR )ds = 0. (4.16)
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For the proof of this proposition and many other results, see [DLM95]. We are now capable of giving
what we may call a weak formulation of Roe's approximate Riemann solver for hyperbolic systems.

4.2.2 Approximate Riemann Solver - Conservative systems

From now onwards, we consider approximate solutions to the Riemann problem (4.1)-(4.4) which are
exact solutions to the approximate linear problem,

v ,+A(vL ,vR)<I)vx=O

, , fvL ifx<0, (4.17)
v(x,0)=<V ' [vR if x>0,

where A(vL ,vR )„, is a constant matrix depending on the data (vL, vR) and on the path O(s;vL, vR )
which satisfies the list of properties:

J 0 ' A ( O ( S ; V L , V R ) ) ^ ( S ; V L , V R ) 1 S = A ( V L , V R ) < I > ( V R - V L ) (4.18)

A(v, V),, = A(v) (4.19)

A(vL ,vR ),;, has real eigenvalues and a complete set of eigenvectors. (4.20)

Once such a matrix has been constructed, its eigenvalues can be considered as the wave-speeds of the
Riemann problem, and the projections of vR-vL onto its eigenvectors (always possible because of (4.20))
are the jumps which take place between intermediate constant states. The key property bestowed by
(4.18) is that the solution to the linearised problem (4.17) coincides with the solution (in the weak
sense of [DLM95]) of the exact non-conservative Riemann problem (4.10) whenever this involves
merely a single shock or a single contact. By this we mean that if v(x, t) is the discontinuous function
given by (4.15) and if (vL, vR) satisfies the jump condition (4.16), then, thanks to (4.18), a is an
eigenvalue of A(vL ,vR )(I). The projection of vR-vL onto the eigenvectors of A(vL,vR ) ^ will be solely

onto the eigenvector which corresponds to a. Then, in this case, the solution of the Riemann problem
will be exact.

We remark that the flux function f(v) does not appear explicitly in the condition (4.18). Moreover,
concerning systems of conservation laws, the left-hand side of (4.18) is independent of the path <ï>,

!3-(v(°(s;vL'vR ))h-(s 'vL'vR )kdv ds
=f(o(l;vL,vR))-f(<D(0;vL,vR))

=f(vR)-f(vL)

Thus, (4.18) coincides exactly with Roe's condition (4.6). But, even in the context of conservation laws,
this weak formulation may be useful because we expect that the family of paths <î> will give an
efficient algorithm to construct a linearised Jacobian matrix A(vL ,vR )(J).

As a basic example, we introduce the canonical path which is the straight line linking vL and vR:

^(s ;vL ,vR )= vL + s(vR - v J s e [0,1] (4.21)
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The corresponding Roe's matrix is given by

A(vL ,vR)O = £(A(vL + s(vR - vL)))ds. (4.22)

However, the integrals involved in (4.22) may not emerge in closed form, or the closed form may be
expensive to compute. Since computational speed is a major requirement, we want to obtain analytical

expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A(vL ,vR )<J). By choosing more subtly the path O,

an integrable matrix A(vL ,vR)C ) can be found.

4.2.2.2 Construction of A(vL ,vR )„,

We now present a way to construct a matrix A(vL ,vR ) o satisfying conditions (4.18)-(4.20), which is
very close to the concept of the parameter vector introduced by Roe. The main feature is the choice of
the canonical path for a parameter vector w.

Let f0 be a smooth function such that f o (w)=v and A 0 ( w ) = 3 f o / 9 w is a regular matrix for
every state w. We consider the following path linking the two states vL and vR :

^ o (s;vL,vR ) = f0 (wL + s(wR - w L )) (4.23)

Then

JoA(<D0 (s;vL ,vR ) ) - ^ (s;vL ,vR )ds

= j[A(fo(wL +s(wR - w L ) ) )
xA0(wL + s(wR - wL))ds • (wR - wL)

and

VR - VL = Jo
Ao(WL + S(WR - WL))dS " (WR - WL )

Thus, assuming that the matrix A 0 ( w L + s ( w R - w L ) j d s is regular (which is true for

w R ~~ w L s r n a l l enough), we can define Roe's matrix by

A(v L , v R ) o § = C(vL,vR)<I)oB(vL,vR)- !
o (4.24)

with

B(vL,vR)0# = JÔAo(wL +s(wR - w L ) ) i s (4.25)

C(vL,vR) = r ' _ _ ( W L + s ( W R -w L ) ) l s (4.26)
0 *dw

It is clear that A(vL ,vR )„, meets conditions (4.18) and (4.19). Condition (4.20) is, in general, checked a
posteriori.
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4.2.2.2 Effect of the Path on Averaging

To provide a better understanding of the effect of the path <î> on the linearisation of the exact Jacobian
matrix, we study an example of a non-conservative product. Let us consider the case where the
function g: R2 —» R2 is given by

g(v)=(v2,V]) v = (v,,vj

and v E R2 is equal to the step function

v(x)= vL +H(xXvR - v L )

where vL = ( V ^ V ^ J V R = (v,R ,v2) are two vectors of R2 and H is the Heaviside function

(H(x) = 0 if x < 0, H(x) = 1 if X > 0). Given any family of paths 4>, the definition of Section 4.2.1

shows that the product g(v)(dv/dx) is a multiple of the Dirac measure Ô, concentrated at x = 0,

d v i x
h =cÔ,

Jwhere c is given by

c = Jog($(s;vL,vJ)^-(s;vL,vR)ds.

In fact, the function g(v) is the differential of a real-valued function, g(v) = (d/dv^v, v2 ) . Thus, the

product g(v)(dv/dx) is trivially defined in the sense of the distributions, and c is equal to
R R L L

v, v2 —v, v 2 , which clearly does not depend on the path <î>. But, as in the case of conservation laws
where the left-hand side of (4.18) is equal to the jump of the flux function between states vR and vL, we
actually want to obtain the projection of c onto the plane (Av,, Av2 ),

c = c, (O(s; vL , vR )) Av, + c2 (O(s; vL , vR )) Av2,

where A(-) = (•)„ — (•). and the vector (cj , c 2 ) is given by

(c,,c2)=

sdu

(4-27)

Let us now compare three different paths. First, using the canonical path defined by (4.21) (see Figure
4.1), leads to the linearisation [T92]

c = A(v,v2) = V2Av, + vtAv2, (4.28)

where the overbar denotes the arithmetic mean value (•) = -j((•), + ( ) R I

Second, let us consider the path <!>, defined by
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_ |(v,L + 2s(vf - v,L)v2
L) for s e [ o , |

^ -v 2
L ) ) for s 6 L l ]

(see Figure 4.2). We obtain the linearisation:

A(v,v2)= v^Av, + v,RAu2.

(4.29)

(4.30)

Figure 4.1. Canonical path

v2
VR

Figure 4.2. Other choice of path

Third, if O2 is the path, similar to <ï>,, defined by

for se [o,j

(see Figure 4.3), again from (4.27), we obtain the following linearisation:

A(v,v2)= v^Av, +v,LAv2.

vL

Figure 4.3. Other choice or patn

(4-31)

(4.32)
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These very simple examples show that the linearisation of non-linear terms (in particular, quadratic
terms) is closely related to the path <I>. From another standpoint, the formulas (4.28), (4.30), and (4.32)
correspond to three different expressions for average partial derivatives of the function u,u2 with
respect to u, and u2. Thus, the choice of a path 4> (or a vector parameter w with (4.23)) shall lead to a
linearised Jacobian matrix A(vL,vR)<I), completely determined, and will give unique values of the
average pressure derivatives in terms of the thermodynamic states vK and vL.

4.3 A generalised Roe Approximate Riemann solver for the homogeneous
equilibrium 3-equation model

Several sets of equations have been worked out for the modelling of two-phase flow. This section is
devoted to an approximate Riemann solver for the homogeneous equilibrium model in one dimension
with arbitrary equation of state, using the weak formulation derived previously. The homogeneous
equilibrium model has been widely used for the analysis of thermal-hydraulics transients. However,
the results can be extended to more complex mixture models incorporating unequal velocity for each
phase and non-equilibrium thermodynamic effects [TC98]. First, we identify the path that leads to the
Roe-averaged matrix for a real gas [T92]; then we use this path in some situations.

4.3.1 Real gas

The Euler equations governing the flow of an inviscid, compressible fluid in one dimension may be
written in conservation form as

v , + f (v)x = 0. (4-33)
where

v = (p, m, E)T, (4.34)

f(v) = (m, pu2 + p, puH)T, (4.35)

together with

m = pu, (4.36)

E = pH-p, (4.37)
H = h + u2 /2, (4.38)

where p = p(x, t), v = v(x, t), m = m(x, t), p = p(x, t), h = h(x, t), H = H(x, t) and E = E(x, t) represent the
density, velocity, momentum, pressure, specific enthalpy, total enthalpy, and total energy,
respectively, at a position x and time t. In order to complete the system we must specify an equation of
state which is a thermodynamic relationship specific to each particular fluid. We will restrict ourselves
to gas in chemical equilibrium and assume that the equation of state can be written in the form

P = p(p, h). (4.39)

Furthermore, we shall assume that p(-, •) is a smooth function satisfying conditions which ensure that

the system (4.33) is hyperbolic.

It will be convenient, in this section, to introduce the following dimensionless variables characterising
the equation of state,

v 82e
T = - -^ -J - (4-40)
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and

Y = -k-r ' (4-41)

where v = 1/p is the specific volume, T is the temperature, e = h - p / p i s the specific internal energy,
and s is the specific entropy. Here, y is the adiabatic exponent, with y > 1 for most materials and, in
particular, for polytropic gases. F is called the Gruneisen coefficient, and it controls the mapping of
isentropes into the p-v plane. In the case of an ideal gas, the Gruneisen coefficient F becomes y - 1,
which is a positive constant. Generally, thermodynamics impose no constraint on the sign of F.
However, we will restrict ourselves to materials for which

F > 0. (4.42)

This is the case when the material expands upon heating at constant pressure [MP89], which is true in
most situations. But for some materials, F is negative in a portion of state space. A notable example is
water, which contracts upon hearing near 0°C and 1 bar. In order to prove the hyperbolicity of our
approximate Riemann solver we introduce an extra condition to the equation of state, which is similar
to those introduced by Smith [S79b] in analysing the uniqueness of the Riemann problem:

(4.43)
e

The above condition leads to some interesting relations on the pressure derivatives. For this purpose,
let us recall various classical thermodynamics results.

The fundamental thermodynamic identity which follows from the first and second laws of
thermodynamics, defines the pressure and the temperature as derivatives of e:

de = T ds - p dv, (4.44)

In terms of the potential h = e + pv, this identity is expressed as

dh = T ds + v dp. (4.45)

Moreover, it is shown in [MP89] that

v dp = -yp dv + F T ds. (4.46)

Substituting for ds from Eq. (4.44) and Eq. (4.45) into Eq. (4.46), gives

(1 + F) v dp = -yp dv + F dh (4.47)

and

F de = (y- F) p dv + v dp (4.48)

from which we deduce easily

- r ^ P (4-49)

and
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(4.50)

Thus, if the inequalities (4.42) and (4.43) on the equation of state hold, (d ph/9p) is non-positive.

We now give the Jacobian A(v), of the flux function f(v), since this matrix is needed to construct our
approximate Riemann solver,

A(v) =

0 1 0

-u + p p 2u + pm pe

- Hu + upp H + upm u + upE

(4.51)

where the notations

v'-\t >Pm ~
— £_

m.E

(4.52)

have been used.

In [T92] is shown that the weak formulation, coupled with the canonical path for Roe's parameter
vector w, is equivalent to the search for an approximation to the Jacobian A. Alternative approaches
have been used by Roe [R81], Vinokur and Montagne [VM90] and more recently by Gôz and Munz
[GM98] in the ideal gas case. A natural wish, for the real gas case, is to get a linearised Jacobian which
has the same form as the one given by Roe for an ideal gas. Thus, we propose to keep the same path,
i.e., the canonical path for the parameter vector w. This path may be considered as the optimal choice
as far as consistency is concerned. Therefore,

= fo(WL + S(WR - (4.53)

with

w = w 2

W 3 .

(4.54)

and

fo(w) =

w,w 3 ~

w,

, w2 , w 3 )

(4.55)

The construction of A(vL,vR)<J>0 involves the pressure p(wj , w 2 , w 3 ) and its partial derivatives

with respect to the variables w j ,
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P w i ~
• Pw, = 9w-

'w,,w2

(4.56)

By the chain rule for partial derivatives, we have

_ WipW] - w 2 p W 2 -

2w,(w1-pW 3)

Pm =
Pw,

Wl-Pw3

p . =
W l -

Using the notations (4.56), Eq. (4.55) yields the matrix

Ao(w)= fo(w) =

2 w j

2

V i

0

W j

~Pw2 w l

0

0

~Pw 3 ,

and, using (4.25), we obtain

B(vL,vR) =

2W, 0 0

W 2 W,

- P w , - p W 2

0

»} y

(4.57)

(4.58)

(4.59)

(4.60)

where Wj denotes again the arithmetic mean of Wj, and pw . is an approximation of p w . , given by

Pw, = j0PwÉ ( W L + S ( W R - w J ^ (4-61)

In addition, we note that the approximations p w . (i = 1, 2, 3) are not independent, since

Ap = p R - p L = Jo—(p(wL +s(wR - wL))>is

L + S(WR ~ w L ) ) i s ( w

dw

which gives the following necessary condition:

Ap = pW] Aw, + p W 2 Aw2 + p W j Aw3.

To construct the matrix C(vL ,vR )<&0 we begin by rewriting the flux f(v) as a function of w:

(4.62)
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f(v) =

w,w2

p(w,,w2,w3)+ w

w2w3

From Eq. (4.63), we deduce

dw

w2 w, 0

Pw, P w 2 + 2 W 2 Pw3

0 w, w,

and

w2 w,

Pw, Pw2 +

0 w

0

Pw,

Finally, using Eqs. (4.60)-(4.64) we obtain Roe's matrix associated with the path <!>„,

0

A ( V L ' V R ) O =

w 2 w 3 [ w2

2 w A w . - 5 w
- w3pWj

2w,(w, - p )

Pw,
0

Pw3

W l _
, W l ~ P v

W .

W l

(4.63)

(4.64)

(4.65)

In order to simplify these expressions, we focus our attention on the pressure derivatives given by
Eqs. (4.57)-(4.59) and we define the corresponding average (or approximations). A number of choices
can be made, but it is clear that the most natural choice is to take (see (4.57)-(4.59))

Pp =
w lPw, -

Pw,
Pm TTT

(4.66)

(4.67)

PE = —
W

Pw,

- P w ,
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It is easy to check that these average pressure derivatives satisfy the condition

Ap = ppAp + praAm + pEAE. (4.69)

Now, substituting Eqs. (4.66)-(4.68) into Eq. (4.65), together with the identities

u = = ^ - and H i=
Wj

gives

0 1 0
(4.70)

- HS + ûpp H + ùpm S + ûpE

We remark that the linearised Jacobian matrix A(vL,vR j ^ , given by Eq. (4.70), is equal to the exact

Jacobian evaluated at some average state v defined by u, H, p , p m , and pE . The average velocity

VL and the average total enthalpy H have the same form as the perfect gas version, and the average
pressure derivatives are those given by Eqs. (4.66)-(4.68).

To sum up, we have constructed a Roe-averaged matrix for the Euler equations with an arbitrary
equation of state, which is very similar to those obtained by other formulations, except for the
definition of the averaged values of the derivatives of the pressure p. The derivation of these
approximations, in our method, is more systematic than those of other investigators. The decisive
advantage of this new formulation of Roe's approximate Riemann solver is to avoid the problem of

finding average pressure derivatives ( p pm and dpE in our presentation or % and K for Vinokur's

approach [VM90]). However, the apparent drawback of this approach is the evaluation of the integrals
in Eq. (4.61) which might be expensive to compute.

For practical implementation, it is possible to replace p~w. by some approximations pw as long as

condition (4.62) is met precisely:

Ap = p w A w , + p w A w 2 + p w Aw3. (4.71)

Let us begin by giving some preliminary results on the pressure derivatives. From Eq. (4.54) we
deduce

2 w 2 w 3 w 2

p = wf, u = —2-, h = ^ - %-•
w i w i 2wf

Then,

and, using Eq. (4.50), we obtain
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Pw3=Y rTIW l- (472)

Since the pressure is only a function of the thermodynamic variables p and h, we have

P W 2 = - U P W 3 - (4-73)

We note that, the above relations, while holding point-wise, do not necessarily hold for the average

state quantities which are functions of two states. However, we shall choose approximations pw such

that

( £ ) W 3 , (4.74)

(4-75)

where T is the average Gruneisen coefficient defined by

f = JQ T ( W L + s(wR - WL )) ds. (4.77)

We also define the average adiabatic exponent 7 by

7 = T + 1. (4.78)

The coefficient "Ù in Eq. (4.74) can be calculated from Eq. (4.71) :

Ap = pWj ((S + 2d)xw, - ûAw2 + Aw3)

((w3 + 2iJW1)\w1 - \v2Aw2 + W,Aw((3 1 ) 1 2 2 , 3

f (~
r + i

Thus, we have

A(ph))

7 - 1 Ap Ap
( 4 .7 9 )

(if Ap = 0, the operator A is replaced by the partial derivative). The coefficient Û vanishes for an ideal
equation of state and is positive, provided that conditions (4.42) and (4.43) hold (see Eq. (4.50)).

With these definitions, the averaged values of the derivatives of the pressure with respect to the
conservative variables are given by
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£ +

Pm = " (7 - 1)S,

PE = 7 - 1 -

Then, the Roe-averaged matrix A(vL,vR ) O , given by Eq. (4.70) becomes

A(vL,vR) =

0 1 0

- (Y - 3)5 Y " 1

H - ( y - l ) ù 2 yû

This matrix has a final form very similar to Roe's matrix for an ideal gas and involves a unique
integral (see Eq. (4.77)) which can be evaluated by some approximate quadratures.

We now examine the hyperbolicity of the approximate Riemann solver (see condition (4.20)). The
equation for the eigenvalues is

(4.80)

from which we obtain the eigenvalues u — 2, G, u + 2 , where 2 is an average sound speed given by
the equation

(4.81)

If y > 1 and $ > 0 this expression of 2 is positive. These conditions are automatically satisfied for
a perfect gas, but for a real gas it requires some additional assumptions about the equation of state.
Eqs. (4.42)-(4.43) are sufficient conditions to ensure real distinct eigenvalues for the matrix
A(VL>VR )«„ •

4.3.2 Mixture model

In order to show the ability of our formulation, we present in this section an approximate Riemann
solver for the mixture model.

4.3.2.2 Physical model

We consider here the inviscid homogeneous equilibrium model of two-phase flow, presented in
Section 2.3.5 :
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dtv + dj{v)=s(y), (4.82)

where

v = p,pu,p h + - ^ - | - p I (4.83)

f(v)= pu,p + pu\pu h + y (4.84)

s (v )=(O, -T-pg ,q + fb)T. (4.85)

with p, u, h the mixture variables, g the gravity, x the wall friction, q a heat source and fb represents
some body forces.

The field equations for the homogeneous equilibrium model of two-phase flow is very similar to the
Euler equations that represent a single-phase flow model. The differences are mainly exhibited in the
state functions and the source terms. The equation of state takes three forms depending on whether
we are in a single-phase region (liquid or vapour) or in a two-phase region. A general form for each of
these equations is presented below; specific forms used in our computations are given in [W80].

Liquid region. We assume that a relationship giving liquid density and liquid enthalpy as a function of
the temperature and the pressure is available:

p = Pi(p,T) and h ^ f r . T ) . (4.86)

Vapour region. We assume again that

T) and h = hT)(p,T) (4.87)

Two-phase region. Since the pressure p is a function of the temperature T, p and T are not appropriate
independent variables. Also, we assume that the following relationships are available:

P = Psat(T) or T = Tsa t(p) (4.88)

and

h = h t (p ,T) . (4.89)

It is quite important for the construction of our approximate Riemann solver, to assume that whatever
the case, we can eliminate T to obtain an equation of state involving the mixture specific enthalpy, the
mixture density, and the pressure of the form

h = h(p, p). (4.90)

Since the homogeneous equilibrium model provides only a single mixture mass equation and a single
energy equation, additional thermal constraints are necessary. A variety of such constraints is
possible, the simplest of which is the assumption that both vapour and liquid phases are at saturation
in the two phase region:
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(4.91)

hI,-o = h u ( p ) = hl,-o(P> (4.92)

pfa t(p), hp ' (p ) and p^ a t(p), h^at(p) are the saturation densities and enthalpies for liquid and
vapour, respectively. The vapour fraction volume in the two-phase region is given by

cx(p,p) = —

The phase of a state v is obtained from the quality

h-hf-fr)

(4.93)

X = (4.94)

If X < 0 or X > 1, the state v is in a single-phase region, liquid or vapour. Otherwise, v belongs to the
two-phase region. It should be observed that the global state function (4.90) is continuous through the
saturation curve (4.88) (which is the boundary of the two-phase region) but its partial derivatives are
discontinuous.

4.3.2.2 Choice of the Path 0- Construction of A(vL,vR \

The homogeneous equilibrium model has a great appeal because a complete analogy exists with the
system of Euler equations. For the construction of a Roe-averaged matrix, we follow a procedure
similar to the one used in Section 4.3.1. Thus, all we need to define for our approximate Riemann
solver is to describe the family of paths O(s;vL,vR ) needed to construct the matrix A(vL,vR J^. TO
do this, we will consider two possibilities: whether the states vL and vR are in the same region or not.

Ufi=fo(WR]\

\
\
I

i
Figure 4.4. Case where the left and right states are in the same region

If vL and vR are in the same region (liquid, vapour, or two-phase region) we are exactly in the same
situation as with Euler equations with an arbitrary equation of state. Then, it is reasonable to keep in
this case the same path <I>0 given by Eqs. (4.54)-(4.55), i.e., the canonical path for Roe's parameter vector
w (see Figure 4.4).

On the other hand, if vL and vR are not in the same region, a more careful analysis is needed because
the left and right states are not described by the same equation of state. In this case, the canonical path
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for Roe's parameter vector w leads to poor approximations of the pressure derivatives because of the

discontinuity through the saturation curve. One can show that the average sound speed a (Eq.
(4.81)) could be negative if the pressure derivatives are poorly approximated.

To overcome the difficulties associated to a phase transition, we must introduce explicitly in the
definition of the path <!>, an additional information which describes the transition from single-phase to
two-phase flow. We now propose, a path O(s;vL,vR ) which has so far worked each time that it has
been used to compute a phase transition (vaporisation as well as condensation).

Let us assume, for example, that vL(pL,pL,uL) is in a liquid region (X L ^ 0) and vR(pR,pR,uR) is in a two-

phase region ( X R > 0) . We take a path O(s;vL,vR ) composed of three pieces: the first connects the

state vL to the state v^t (p[at (pR }pR ,uR ) on the saturation curve, the second follows close on the

saturation curve from v ,̂1 to vsat (p[at (pL ),pL,uL j , and the last links v ,̂2 to vR (see Figure 4.5).

Pi,

I

1
I

/
/

f
I II

N
\

\
\
\

\
\
V
\
\
\
\

Figure 4.5. Case where the left and right states are in the same region

Let W ^ w ^ w ^ , and wR be the corresponding states for Roe's variables. The path O(s;vL,vR ) can
be written as

(i)(s;vL,vR)= fo(v(s;wL,wR))

where fo ( w ) is given by Eq. (4.55) and

(4.95)

\|/(s;wL,wR) =

W se [0,\]
(4.96)

S 6 64]

Finally, the Roe-averaged matrix is defined by

where B(vL,vR ) and C(vL,vR ) are now given by

•dfn

(4.97)

^ V R X • (wR - w L ) =
dw

—(s;wL,wR>ls (4.98)
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C(vL,vR)o • (wR - w L ) = (v|/(s;wL,wR))x— (s;wL,wR>is. (4.99)

4.3.3 The slip model

We consider now the slip model introduced in Section 2.3.6 that can be written :

3 tv+9xf(v)=0 (4.100)

with the conservative vector given by

v = (p, cp, pu, pE)T (4.101)

and the flux vector

f(v) = ( pu, cpu+(l-c)pur, pu2+pc(l-c)ur
2+p, puH+pc(l-c)ur(L+uur+(l-2c)ur

2) )T (4.102)

The two phases are assumed to be at the same pressure and their densities are given by algebraic
relationships or tabulated functions of the form :

Pk=Pk(PA) (4.103)

Since the system contains only one energy equation, we assume that the vapour phase is saturated :

hv = h*at (p) . Moreover, in this slip model, the relative velocity between liquid and vapour phase is

taken into account by a kinetic constitutive equation.

To build an approximate Riemann solver, we have to find a parameter vector w = (Wj )i=] 4 and to

apply the method described above. To derive this parameter, we look for a set of new variables

w j such that most of the conservative variables can be written as some quadratic function of the

variables w i. This leads to the following parameter vector:

c
u

(4.104)

Consequently, the function fo(w) is defined by:

fo(w) = (wf ,w1w2,w1w3,\v1w4-p)
Straightforward computations yield:

(4.105)

A0(w>

2w,

w.

w,

0

w,

0

0

0 w,

0

0

0

v3
 W l ~ P w 4

(4.106)
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where pwi is the pressure derivative with respect to the component w ( of theM
dw

parameter w. Using (4.106) we obtain the linearized matrix:

f o—2w,

w.

w,

0 0
w, 0
0 w,

•Pw2 - P

0
0
0

w3

(4.107)

To calculate the matrix C( v L, v R )(S> , we write the convective flux using the mixture variables and

the relative velocities between phases:

f = future(V) + fdrift (V)
with

PU
2 + P,

fdrift=pc(l-c)ur(0,l,ur,Hv-H,)

We split the matrix C(vL ,vR)< I > :

\ drift (4.108)

The matrix C(v L, VR )™xture corresponds to a homogeneous equilibrium two-phase flow model and

C( VL, vR ) o may be considered as a perturbation matrix of the homogeneous case, including drift

velocity terms and non equilibrium effects. Using the parameter vector w and the canonical path, we
obtain:

CYv v )mixture =

w3 0

0 w,
w, 0

0

Pwl Pw2 2 W3+Pw3 Pw4

0 0 w, w,

(4.109)

\JKA

In the same way, using the derivatives of the drift velocity with respect to the components of the
dw.

driftparameter vector w, one can calculate the matrix C(vL , vR )o" .

A full description of this matrix, of Ap and Aur linearisation, and the complete Roe averaged matrix is
given by Toumi [T95] for the FLICA-4 thermal-hydraulic code.

4.4 Numerical results

We give now the numerical results obtained for a standard test problem in two-phase flow described
in [W80]. The purpose is to predict the transient flow resulting from heat addition to upward liquid
flow in a smooth pipe. The smooth pipe is vertical, with the inlet at the bottom (x = 0) and the outlet at
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the top (x = 7.316 m). The cross-sectional area is uniform (A = 0.000127 m2) as is the hydraulic diameter
(D = 0.00433 m). The pipe is divided into four sections, with the third section from the inlet being
heated. The wall friction term may be calculated by the formula

T = 1
u — I — L

\D L;

where the friction factor f is a constant equal to 0.02 and the pipe loss factor per unit length K/L is
specified in Table 1. The heat source terme is given by q = qo/A with

0 forO < t < 2

18000(t - 2)/0.005 for2 < t < 2.005

18000 for2.005 < t.

x (m)

0.000-1.181

1.181-2.690

2.690-5.971

5.971-7.316

Length (m)

1.181

1.509

3.281

1.345

K/L

0

1.31

1.52

1.52

q(W/m)

0

0

q

0

Table 1

Initial conditions at time t = 0 are

p(x,0)=7.102 + (6.984-7.102Xx/7.316)[MPa] 0<x<7.316

Apu(x,0)= 806.3 [kg/m2sj uniform along the pipe

h(x,0)= 1.3[MJ /kg] uniform along the pipe

0 2

s -«
o

E -0.2-

-03-
0 8 8 9 12 16 1B Î1

time <S)

Figure 4.6. Mass flow rate at the inlet as a function of time
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Figure 4.7. Mass flow rate at the outlet as a function of time

7.30,

a s 12 is ta 21

time (s>

Figure 4.8. Pressure evolution as a function of time

Boundary conditions applied throughout the transient are:

p(0,t)=7.102[MPa}h(0,t)=1.3[MJ/kg]p(7.316,t)=6.984[MPa]
The initial conditions do not represent a steady flow of water in the pipe, but steady flow is reached
by the time heat is applied at 2 s. The flow parameters are such that the steady state reached after 18 s,
is a two-phase flow in which a stationary boiling "front" is present. Therefore, during the transient
there is a phase transition from single-phase to two-phase flow which was successfully handled by
our approximate Riemann solver (with the path (4.16)).

There is no experimental data for this problem but converged reference solutions have been obtained
with several codes [W80]. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 give inlet and outlet mass flow rates time history.
The time history of pressure at the inlet to the heated section is given in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.9 presents
the time history of the flow quality defined by Eq. (4.14). All computations have been performed with
the first-order generalised Riemann solver described above.
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Figure 4.9. Quality as a function of time
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5 Roe's approximate Riemann solver : 6 equation two-fluid model

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we discuss the construction of a Roe-type approximate Riemann solver for the 6-
equation two-fluid model [T96], made hyperbolic by the addition of an interface pressure correction
term. As was discussed in section 3.23, such terms make the system of partial differential equations
conditionally hyperbolic. The construction of the solver for the two-fluid model follows much of the
same procedure as that of the Roe scheme for the two-phase mixture models, described in the
previous chapter, but with an additional difficulty due to the presence of non-conservative terms. The
different steps in the construction of a generalised Roe solver are described here and may be
summarised as :

definition of appropriate jump relationships for non-conservative systems, based on a weak
formulation of the Riemann problem;
definition of a parameter vector for the two-fluid model and linearisation of the
conservative variables and the flux variables;
construction of a Roe-averaged matrix and diagonalisation.

The construction of this two-phase two-fluid Roe solver is more general than that described in [S95b]
which only considered dispersed droplet flow in which the volume fraction of gas is close to 1. The
approximate Riemann solver for the 6-equation model described in [SA98] is not a Roe-type solver but
is based on the HLL solver described in [HLvL83], which is known to be more diffusive than the Roe
scheme.

5.2 Description of the model

The model considered here is a first-order equal pressure six equation two-fluid model. If we take the
exception of the interfacial pressure term, which contains partial derivatives, the other terms of mass
and momentum transfer between phases are given by algebraic relationships. They will appear as
source terms of the model. The resulting system is a non-conservative hyperbolic model, consisting in
mass, momentum, and energy balance equations for each phase:

(5.1)

One can introduce either a virtual mass force term in the momentum equations [TK96] or an interface
pressure term [T96,CDT98]. These terms which contain partial derivatives of the unknowns, makes
the model hyperbolic. This enables us to apply numerical methods which make explicit use of the
eigenvalues of the system (see also extension to non-hyperbolic system in Section 8.4).

We introduce here an interface pressure term,

which has the following form [T96]:

(5.2)
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p — Pi = a v p 1 5 ( u v - u i ) , (5.3)

with the value of the pressure coefficient 6 defined (see Section 3.2.3) by a condition necessary to have
a hyperbolic system :

(5.4)

To close the model, we use the following state equations :

Pk = P)c(pA), k=v,l. (5.5)

Introducing the following conservative vector v and the corresponding flux vector f(v):

v = (av pv, a, p,, av pvuv, a, p,u,, av pvEv/ a, p,E,)T (5.6)

f(v)=(av pvuv/ «i P,u,', av pvuvuv+avp, a, p .u .u^ap, av pvHvuv, a, p.H.u,)1 (5.7)

we can write the system (5.1) in the following condensed form:

where

C(v) ^ = (0,0, - p ,Va v , - p,Va,,0,0)T (5.9)
dx

D (v) - ^ = (0,0,0,0,p - ^ ,p -^L )T (5.10)
at at at

The weak formulation was applied in Chapter 4 in order to build a Roe-averaged matrix for a
conservative system governing a homogeneous equilibrium two-phase flow. Here, one has to deal
with non-conservative terms. In a first approach, we can linearise the non-conservative products
taking advantage of the fact that the system can formally be written in a conservative form and we can
thus extend the weak formulation to a hyperbolic non-conservative system such as the 6-equation
model. In a second approach, we will describe a more general method [G98a,GLT99] for treating non-
conservative systems.

5.3 Weakly non-conservative system

Definition. The basic two-fluid model is said to be a "weakly" non-conservative system if it has an equivalent
conservative form for smooth solutions.

The system (5.1)-(5.5) cannot be written directly in a conservative form due to the presence of non-
conservative products like ock8j> and p^xav in the momentum equations. However, we will show that
the basic two-fluid model (system (5.1) without pressure correction terms) is a weakly non-
conservative system in the simplified case where the liquid phase is assumed to be incompressible
with constant mass density p,, while the vapour mass density is given by the following state equation:
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Pv = P v ( P ' h v )

Then, the equivalent conservative system is given by:

atu+axg(u)=o

(5.11)

(5.12)

with the conservative vector u (which is not the vector of conservative variables!) and the flux
function g(u) defined by

u=

cc,p,

U2 |ha'Pf'• 2

and

a.Piui

u
2 p

, 2

ttvPvU
V * V V V

Indeed, the mixture quantities pu and pE satisfy the following conservation equations

and

a v p v u v hv + —

Now we split the liquid phase momentum equation into

= 0

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

Then, using the liquid phase mass conservation equation and dividing the previous equation by a,p,
leads to the conservative equation:

(5.18)
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In the same way, we split the energy conservation equation of the liquid phase into

(a.p.h.u, Xpa.a.+^Ia, (a.p.u, >-3x (a,p,u
(5.19)

Using the liquid phase momentum equations of the system and equation (5.18), we obtain

a t(a1p1e,) + ax(a,p1h1u1)+pa ta1 - a l U l d x p = O (5.20)

Since the liquid phase has a constant mass density p,, we have

P^ t« i = - - ^ - 3 x a i P i U i (5.21)

Substituting this last equation and using the relationship h, = e, + p/p, in the previous equation leads
to a conservation equation for the liquid phase internal energy:

ô t(a1Pie,)+ax(a,p1e1u,) = 0 (5.22)

Finally, for smooth solutions (without shock waves), the basic two-fluid model is equivalent to the
conservative system

9 tu+9xg(u)=0. (5.23)

This conservative form of the basic two-fluid model, although derived for a smooth solution v, will be
useful to define jump conditions for the approximate Riemann solver. We call this system the basic
conservative system.

5.3.1 Approximate Riemann solver for the simplified model

We use the weak formulation of Roe's approximate Riemann solver introduced in [T92] and follow the
method of construction of the Roe averaged matrix given in Section 4.2.2. The Roe averaged matrix
A(vL ,vR j ^ must satisfy the following property :

( ; V L , V R )ds= A(vL,vR ) , ( V L - vR ) (5.24)

We remark that the above definition (5.24) does not require a flux function f(v). Thereby, this weak
formulation allows us to construct approximation Riemann solvers for hyperbolic non-conservative
systems. However, for such systems, the choice of the path <I> will be crucial because both the exact
solution and the approximate solver are strongly dependent on the path. In order to clarify the choice
of the path O for non-conservative systems, we propose to separate the path contributions in two
distinct problems :

the definition of shock wave solutions for non-conservative systems, which requires a
path with a physical meaning,

- the linearisation of the non-linear matrix A(v) which does not require a physical path.
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Concerning the first point, some authors [RS91, L88], suggest an approach motivated by physical
considerations. Here, taking advantage of the fact that our system can formally be written in a
conservative form, we proceed as follows :

First, we choose an average void fraction (Xv and an average pressure p so as to get a
linearisation of the non-conservative products and hence a conservative system at each cell
interface. This conservative system must have the same jump conditions as the basic
conservative system.
Then, we apply the method to construct the corresponding linearised Jacobian matrix.

By choosing averages for cck and p in the non-conservative product of the basic two-fluid model, we
obtain the linearised conservative system

9,v+dxf(v,5v,5,,p)=0 (5.25)

with the flux function

f(v,5v,a,,p)=

a,p,u,
avpvu'+5vp

a,p,u

(5.26)

The following proposition completes the definition of this flux function :

Proposition. Let vbea shock wave solution of the system equation (5.25), defined by

v(x,t)= vL(x<crt)and v(x,t)=vR (x>at)

Let 06 v ,CC,, and p be defined by

(5.27)

5,
1 1

and

~ = (5.28)

Then, v is a shock wave solution of the basic conservative system equation (5.12).

Proof. We have to show that the systems (5.12) and (5.25) have the same Rankine-Hugoniot
conditions. The total momentum and energy equations of the conservative system (5.12) are obtained
by summing the phasic momentum and energy equations of the linearised conservative system (5.25).
Then, we need only to compare the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions for the momentum and energy
equations of the liquid phase. From equation (5.26) we obtain for the system equation (5.25) :

5,|p]=a[a1p1u1] (5.29)
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where [.] = [.]R - (.)L. Using the mass conservation for the liquid phase, we get

M = [a,p, (a-u, )] L = [a,p, (a-u, )] R

and

à,[p]=M[u1]

On the other hand, the Rankine-Hugoniot condition for the system equation (5.12) gives

.2

(5.30)

(5.31)

2 'p,
=o[u,] (5.32)

From equations (5.31) and (5.32) we deduce

M
(5.33)

Finally, using equations (5.30) and (5.33), we obtain the average void fraction given by equation (5.28).

For the liquid energy equations, the jump conditions for the systems equations (5.12) and (5.25) are
given, respectively, by:

[aiPieiu,]=o[a1pIe1]

and

_P_

P.
u,
~2~

-p[a,u,]=G a,p,(e, (5.34)

These conditions are equivalent if:

[a1u,p]-p[a,u,]=0 (5.35)

Substituting equations (5.30) and (5.31) into the previous equation, we obtain:

-â,ûI|p]+[a1u1p]-p[a1u1]=0 (5.36)

This last condition is satisfied if p is given by the expression equation (5.28). This settles the proof of
the proposition.

Using the average S j suggested by the above Proposition, we have to solve now the Riemann
problem for the conservative system. To build an approximate Riemann solver for the two-fluid
model, we follow the above weak formulation. The main feature is the choice of the canonical path for
a parameter vector w,

<Ks;vL,vR )=f0 (wL+s(wR - w L ))

which will only have an effect upon the linearisation of the non-linear Jacobian matrix.
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5.3.1.1 Parameter vector for the two-fluid model

To build an approximate Riemann solver for the two-fluid model, we have to find a parameter vector
w and to apply the method just described. To derive the parameter w, we look for a set of new
variables vt. such that most of the conservative variables can be written as some quadratic function of
the variables wt. This leads to the following parameter vector :

w= =

Consequently, the function f 0 (w ) is defined by

w,

w .

w , w 3

w2w4

w,w5-ctvp
w2w6-a,p_

Straightforward computations yield

A0(w)=

"(«.Pi

(5.37)

(5.38)

0

w 3

0

0

2w2

0

w,,

0

0

w,

0

0

0

0

w .

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
(5.39)

with the notation

(5.40)

The matrix A0(w) involves the partial derivatives of the pressure with respect to the components w: of
the parameter w. The pressure derivatives with respect to the conservative variables,

p'v=(9p/3vj )v ^v are calculated using the state function equation (5.11) and the vector of conservative

variables equation (5.6). We obtain
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with the gamma coefficient,

ah.

P+Pv

Y- l
——

0

0

Y-l

Y-l

(5.41)

(5.42)

By the chain rule for partial derivatives, we calculate:

L

Y-lw,

Y ocv

- 2 -

h.

Y a,
P.

ah.

ah.

-u.
Y

0

Y
0

Then, using (Xj = 1 — (X v = W 2 / P i , the Jacobian matrix A0(w) becomes

(5.43)

A0(w>=

2w,

0

w3

0

0

2w.

0

w.

Pi
"P-avPv

0
0

w,

0

i..vl.

0
0

0

w2

0 v

0
0

0

0

v,-a..v5..

0
0

0

0

0

^%-a p2 -a,p3
w 0 - a ,p^ w.

(5.44)
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5.3.1.2 Linearisation of the conservative variables

In this section, we construct the average Jacobian matrix B(vL , v,^)^ of the conservative variables,
using the canonical path for the parameter vector of equation (5.37). Most of the integrals involved in
the definition of the matrix B(vL , vR ) o can be calculated explicitly. We have, for instance,

JQ[wL+s(wR-wL)}is=wL+-(wR -wL) =w (5.45)

where the overbear denotes the arithmetic mean value between cells wL and wR. Then, using equation
(5.44), we obtain

B(vL,vR)«, =

2w,

0

W-

0

0

2w,

0

0
0

V,

0

0
0

0

w

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

Pi
_ 2-

- a v P ^ -avp3
w 0 w,-avp5

w 0

- a l P w W 2 H — w 2 p - a , p ; - a , p ; 0 -a,p3
w w2

P.

where the averages Ctjcpw and W2P are given by:

and

In addition, we note that the aforementioned averages are not independent since

A(akp) =(akp)R-(akp)L

{akP(w L + s ( w R - w L ) ) d s l

R ~W L

which gives the following necessary condition:

A
,±—w2p kto2+akpwAw3+akpwAw5

p. y

(5.46)

(5.47)

(5.48)

(5.49)

(5.50)

The drawback of this formulation is the evaluation of the integrals in equation (5.49), which might be

expensive to compute. As noted in reference [T92], while an exact definition of the averages OCkp'v
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are given by equation (5.47), for practical implementation it is possible to replace them by some
approximations, as long as the condition equation (5.49) is met precisely. Consequently, we choose the
following approximations:

and

w2p=w2p

(5.51)

(5.52)

where CXj = 1 — (Xv and p are average void fraction and average pressure, respectively, satisfying
the condition

(5.53)pAcq

The proposition in Section 5.3.1 gives a complete definition of these averages.

*••' 1

On the other hand, the coefficients p w are approximations of the pressure derivatives equation (5.43),
which must satisfy the equation

(5.54)

to meet the condition equation (5.49). A natural choice for these approximations is given by

L + s ( w R " w L (5-55)

However, other formulas can be chosen (see [T92] for a definition of these coefficients requiring only
the integral of the y coefficient following the canonical path).

Finally, the matrix B(vL ,vR)< J ) is given by

2w,

0

w3

0

0

2w2

0

w4

2 ,
w2p-avpw

Pi
_ 2 2

w 2 n—w 2 p-a ,p w -i
Pi

0

0

w,

0

a P

0

0

0

w2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

w.

(5.56)

5.3.1.3 Linearisation of the convective flux

We can now use the canonical path equation to get a linearisation of the non-linear Jacobian matrix
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C(w,5v,S,,p>—(v,5v,5,,p)
dw

(5.57)

To construct this matrix, we begin by rewriting the flux function f (v,5v,a l,p) as a function of the

parameter w :

w,w3

w2w4

W3+âvp(w)

f(v,âv,à,,p)=

w3Wj+-^-w2w4

W 4 W 6 W 2 W 4

Pi

From equation (5.58), we calculate the integral of the Jacobian matrix equation (5.57) following the
canonical path :

(5.58)

W 3

0

0 w,

0
5 vP

0 w

0 -w4-t-
Pi

0

0
w2

0

2w4

w 2 l
P, _

w6 -w2-5-

0
0

5vPw

5,Pw

w3

0

0
0

0

0

0

w
Pi

(5.59)

5.3.1.4 Roe-averaged matrix

We are now able to calculate the Roe-averaged matrix for the two-fluid model equation (5.1) by using
equations (5.11)-(5.21) and the matrices B(vL,vR)<I> and C(vL,vR)<J) obtained in the previous
sections. To simplify the expression of the Roe-averaged matrix, we focus on the pressure derivatives
with respect to the conservative variables given by equation (5.41). By the chain rule for partial
derivatives, we have

0

P 5
W

0

(5.60)
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We note that these relations between p'v and p w , while holding pointwise, do not necessarily hold

for the average state quantities, which are functions of the two states vL and vR. Then, a number of

choices can be made for the approximations p'v, but it is clear that the most natural choice is to take:

]

w,-a,K

if
A

r
~1 W 3~3
T) — T*)i W i W

W, - 2

,̂ Pw

2w2
Pw

0

Pw

0

W 5 ~ 5 " |

w, W J
P ~ 5

P]

We define also the average phasic velocity and the average phasic enthalpy as:

=

w,

w

Finally, using equation (5.61) together with the definitions of equation (5.62) leads to:

0

0

âvp'-ûv
2

0

0

1

0

« P
â,pv

2-û,2

0

0

0

25,

0
1

â p 3 ùâvpv
Jùv+Hv - ^

Pi

(5.61)

(5.62)

0

0

0

0

0
(5.63)

P.

We remark that this Roe-averaged matrix is equal to the exact Jacobian matrix A(v) of the basic two-

fluid model, evaluated at some average state v defined by ÔCk,ûk,Hk and p^ :

A(vL,vR)0=A[v(5k,uk,Hk,p;)] (5.64)

The linearised matrix A(v) has generally two complex eigenvalues. As for the exact Jacobian matrix
A(v), the inclusion of the interface pressure term will lead to a hyperbolic linearised system. The
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linearised form of the interface pressure term is derived from equations (5.2) and (5.3) using the
average state v :

Î=l(v)=ôvô(ûv-Û l)
2a] ia1p1 (5.65)

Finally, we obtain the Roe-averaged matrix for the complete two-fluid model by including the
contribution of this latter term in equation (5.63).

5.3.2 Numerical scheme

Once the Roe-averaged matrix A(vi_,,vi)(I), defined at the interface (i-l,i), has been constructed, the

linear Riemann problem is relatively easy to solve by using its eigenvalues À.j 1/2 aru^ **s

eigenvectors Ri_i /2- If we decompose

r ' £ p l : / 2 R J ! I / 2 (5.66)
k

then, the exact solution of the linear Riemann problem is given by

,2RW/2» (5-67)

where the sum is over all the eigenvalues for which A,j__i/2 < v Equivalently,

aRf.,,2' (5-68)

Substituting this approximate solution into Godunov'solver [G59] leads to

where ^ = (x — Xi-i /2j /At m t n e n r s t integral and t)= (x — Xi+i/2J/At in the second one. The
expression of the numerical scheme follows from (5.67) and (5.68)

( w u ) At S(v,n) (5.70)

written in a non-conservative form

*f-u(VH,vD = A ^ v ' p v D ^ K - v " , ) . (5.71)

The positive and negative part of the Roe-averaged matrix are given by

A±(v,!!1,vI
n)fl>= Ri_I/2Af_1/2Rr!I/2, (5.72)
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where Rj_i/2 is m e matrix containing the eigenvectors of the Roe-averaged matrix which are
obtained after a lengthy calculation in a first order approximation as follows (see Chapter 3 for details
concerning the methods) :

Acoustic waves : eigenvectors associated with eigenvalues X] and Xf,

and

5 . ( 1 - ^

5,0 - i

-Ù,)]+5,(1
am P.

a
m Pi

am P.

am P,

(5.73)

(5.74)

Void fraction and pressures waves : eigenvectors associated to eigenvalues X2 and

1
5,(80-l)

5 v S 0

~a<^-lk 2.3

ttvÔ0

(5.75)
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Entropy waves : eigenvectors associated to eigenvalues A.4 and

1

0

s
0

"I
2
0

and R5 =

"0"

0

0

0

0

_1_

(5.76)

is the diagonal matrix containing the positive and the negative part of the eigenvalues :,±

with

The eigenvalues of the Roe averaged matrix are given by

(5.77)

(5.78)

(5.79)

XÎ-ÏÏ,,

where am is the 'characteristic' average speed of sound in the two-phase mixture:

(5.80)

5.4 General non-conservative system

We tum now to the general non-conservative system (5.8) with realistic state equations given by (5.5)
for the two phases (the liquid phase is no longer assumed to be incompressible). Using these more
general equations of state allows us to calculate both single-phase (liquid) flow as well as more
complex two-phase flow phenomena such as phase change and subcooled boiling for instance.

In order to discretise the non-conservative terms, we propose to replace the derivatives of the
primitive variables which appear in (5.9) and (5.10) (such as 3ak or duk in the virtual mass term) by
derivatives of the conservative vector v. For this purpose, we define the variable transformation:
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v = O(w) =

w,pv(w2,w5)

( 1 - w,)p,(w2,w6)

w,pv(w2,w5)w3

1 - w,)p,(w2,w6)w,

w,pv(w2,w5)(w5 -
w w

Pv(W2'W
5 ) 2

0 - w])p1(w2,w6)(w6 -
w.

Pi(w2,w6)

(5.81)

with w the vector of "primitive" state parameters w = (av, p, uv/ u,, hv, h,)T.

Inverting the Jacobian matrix VwO and using the state equations (5.5) we can obtain all the required
derivatives and find the following expressions for the matrices C et D :

C(v) =

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-a., -a,, -a,, -a,, -a

D(v) =

0

0

0
0
0
0

a..

0

0

0

0

0

0

a.,

0

0

0

0

0

0

a..

0

0

0
0
0
0

a,,

0

0

0

0

0

0

a.,

0

0

-«v,

0

0

0

0

0

0

a.,

Pi (5.82)

- a V - a V -

V 5 V 6

- a., - a., - a,,

(5.83)

Next, we replace the time derivatives of v by space derivatives (i.e. we invert the matrix (I+D))
obtaining :

dx
with

(5.84)

C(v) = (I + D(v))-(J(v) + C(v)) - J(v) (5.85)

where J is a non-vanishing Jacobian of f(v), J(v) = given by
dv
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J =
+2uv a

(-aV]p + (l-a)pW ;)-uf -aV ip + (l-a)pVi -av <p + (l-a)pv_+2u,

v,)uv Hv+(aVip + apV))uv (aw<p + apV4)uv

V;-H,)u, (-aVip + (l-a)pVi)u, H,+(-av<p + (l-a)pV4)u,

0 0
0 0

- a v p + (l-a)pVi

(av p + apVi-Hv)uv

(-avp + (l-a)pv)u1

-<xv<p + ( l -a )p V i

(l + aVjp + apVi)uv

(-aV!p + (l-a)pV j)u,

3v , df
Finally, using —— = J (v) — in (5.84), we obtain the final system:

ax ax

- a v p + ( l - a ) p ï 6

apVs)uv

1 - a)pVs )

9t 9x

with :

E(v) = (I + D(v))-(I + C(v)J-(v)) - I.

(5.86)

(5.87)

Using the previous form (5.86), we want to express the approximation of the integral form :

1
- tn)|K

J" JC(v(x,s))-|^ dxds
dx

in terms of the numerical flux for the conservative part, O":(vi
n,v") :

JC(v) ~ dx = C(v.) • j | l dx = E(vj) J f (v)do. (5.88)

So, the discrete form of (5.84) is the following :

vn+, = v n _ ^ l ( I + E ( v

Ax
(5.89)

In order to define the numerical flux O"j(v",vp in (5.89), we remark that our ID problem,

(5.90,

with the conservative vector satisfying the following quasi-linear form,

dt

has a flux function f(v) satisfying this other quasi-linear form:

(5.91)
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(5.92)

The matrixes A(v) and A(v) are similar : A(v) = J(v)(A(v))J '(v) . So we propose the following

linearisation for the matrix A(v) :

Ào(v,n,vp = J(v(wROE))(A<I)(v1
n,vp)J-1(v(wROE)),

where Ao(v°,v°) is the Roe-averaged matrix of the linearised system :

and J(V(WROE)) is the Jacobian matrix linearised using the averaged values obtained during the

calculation of A ^ v ^ v " ) .

5.5 Some ID numerical results

We present now some test problems and show the numerical results obtained, using the approximate
Riemann solver described above and the first-order numerical scheme (5.70). The vapour was
assumed to behave as an ideal gas with specific heat ratio y = 1.0931. The liquid was assumed to have

a constant density p,=720kg/m3 .

5.5.1 Problem 1 : Comparison with Lax-Friedrichs Scheme

The purpose of the first test is to compare the Roe solver with the standard Lax-Friedrichs scheme
[L54] on a Riemann problem for the two-fluid model. The Riemann problem consists of an initial
pressure discontinuity in the middle of the pipe. The left and right states are defined in Table 1.

It is impossible to construct an exact solution for the Riemann problem in a general case. However, for
two states vL and vR which are close enough, we know that the exact solution is composed of six waves
(either shock, rarefaction, or contact discontinuities) separated by constant states [S83]. Because no
analytical solution is available, the objective of this test is to compare the results obtained with this
new numerical method with results of calculations that use the standard Lax-Friedrichs numerical
scheme on the same system Eq. (5.25).

Left State vL

CCL=0.25
PL = 20 MPa

uv = 0 m/s

u,L = 0 m/s

h^ = 3092.7 kJ/kg

h,L = 1338.2 kJ/kg

Right State vR

0CR = 0.25
P R =15MPa

uR =0m/s

uR = 0 m/s

h R = 3092.7 kJ/kg

h,R = 1338.2 kJ/kg

Table 1. Initial States for Problem 1
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The calculations have been performed on a mesh of 200 cells and with the same time-step. Figure 5.1
and Figure 5.2 give a comparison between the two schemes on the linearised conservative system
(5.25) for the pressure and the liquid velocity.

As expected, the Lax-Friedrichs scheme has much more numerical diffusion than the approximate
Riemann solver, but the results obtained with the two methods are in good agreement.

21.0

20.0

19.0

"is
Q. 16.0

£ 17.0
a.

16.0

15.0

14.0
0.0
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0.2 0.4 0.6
distance

0.6 1.0

Figure 5.1. Comparison with the Lax-Friedrichs scheme (pressure)
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Figure 5.2. Comparison with the Lax-Friedrichs scheme (vapour velocity)
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5.5.2 Problem 2 : Two-Phase Shock-Tube Problem

This problem consists of a Riemann problem for the two-fluid model with the left and right states as
defined in Table 2. The computations have been performed on a mesh with 300 nodes and using an
interface pressure term 8 = a 80 with o~ = 1.01 and a = 10. Figure 5.3 shows the pressure profile for the
two cases. We note that the pressure is constant through the waves associated with the eigenvalues X2

and Ay Moreover, the characteristic velocities of the first and the sixth waves are not very sensitive to
the interface pressure term.

Figure 5.4 shows the liquid velocity for the two values of the coefficient o. For the variable, both the
intermediate states and the characteristic velocities are strongly dependent on the interface pressure
term. Figure 5.5 shows that the total energy profile is composed of seven constant states separated by
six waves. However, the propagation velocities of the second and third waves being close to each
other for 6 close to Ô,,, these waves are not well separated for a - 1.01.

Left State U L

0CL = 0.25
PL = 20 MPa

Uv =0m/s

uj = 1 m/s

hj; = 3092.7 kJ/kg

h,L = 1338.2 kJ/kg

Right State U R

ocR =0.10
P R = 1 0 MPa

Uy =0m/s

u,R = 0 m/s

h R = 3099.9 kJ/kg

hjR = 1343.4 kJ/kg

Table 2. Initial States for Problem 2
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Figure 5.3. Two-phase shock tube problem (pressure)
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Figure 5.4. Two-phase shock tube problem (liquid velocity)
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Figure 5.5. Two-phase shock tube problem (total energy)

5.5.3 Problem 3 : Gravity-Dominated Flow Problem

This test-case known as the 'Faucet Problem', proposed by Ransom [R87], consists of a vertical water
jet, contained within a cylindrical channel, that is accelerated under the action of gravity. At the initial
state, the pipe is filled with a uniform column of water surrounded by stagnant vapour, such that the
void fraction is 0.2 and the column has uniform velocity of 10 m/s and an uniform pressure of 105Pa.
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Vapor

Figure 5.6. Schematic of the water faucet problem

The boundary conditions are specified velocities of 10 m/ s for the liquid and 0 m/s for the vapour at
the inlet and constant pressure at the outlet. The water faucet problem can be solved analytically by
making some further idealisations [R87]. This analytical solution was used as a code test in [RM91]. As
illustrated in Figure 5.6, a void wave develops and is propagated at the liquid velocity. Once the void
wave exists the pipe, a steady void profile is established. The calculation was carried out until a steady
state was reached, with 96 nodes and a constant Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) number equal to 0.9.
The interface pressure term was equal to 8 = o So with 0 = 1.01. Figure 5.7 shows the vapour void
fraction profile at various times. To test the convergence and the stability character of the scheme;
computations have been performed using a discretisation with 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, and 768 cells, but
constant CFL numbers equal to 0.9. Figure 5.8 gives a comparison of the void fraction profiles for the
various discretisations ant the analytical solution at time t = 0.5 s. An interesting feature of the results
shown in Figure 5.8 is that there are no oscillations at the discontinuity of the void fraction when the
mesh is refined. These results clearly demonstrate the ability of the numerical scheme to capture
discontinuities.

0.6
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0.1
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

distance (m)
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Figure 5.7. Water faucet problem (transient solutions)
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Figure 5.8. Water faucet problem at time t = 0.5 s (convergence)

5.5.4 Problem 4 : Edwards Pipe Blowdown Experiment

This standard test for transient two-phase codes concerns the prediction of the blowdown of an
initially subcooled liquid from a pipe of 4-m length [HDZ87]. This test contains features similar to a
pressurised water reactor loss-of-coolant accident. The water in the pipe has an initial pressure of 7.0
MPa. The transient is initiated by opening the right side of the pipe. The pressure of the environment
is atmospheric pressure.

In this test, we have introduced source terms in the mass and energy equations to model the mass and
energy transfer between phases. The interfacial heat transfer into phase k is given by

Qi = a pk

where the parameter x can be considered as a constant rate for the interfacial heat transfer process.
This expression was chosen not because of any expected physical validity, although it should be
adequate as a rough approximation, but for its simplicity. The calculations have been performed with
50 cells for the spatial discretisation.

During the first 10 ms of the transient, a rarefaction waves propagates from the open end into the
pipe, leading to a fast depressurisation and the onset of flashing of the subcooled liquid. Figure 5.9
shows a comparison between experimental and predicted values using various rates x of the
interfacial heat transfer process, for the pressure history at the closed end. The results obtained with a
simplified model show a reasonable agreement for x = 5 10'2.
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70.0

10.0
10.0

Figure 5.9. Edwards pipe blowdown experiment (closed end pressure versus time)

5.5.5 Problem 5 : two-Phase Blowdown Problem

The two-phase blowdown problem, proposed by Ransom and Hicks [RH84] tests the ability of the
model to simulate rapid transients. The blowdown calculations were made for a pipe 3 m long,
discretised with 50 cells, and initially pressurised to 0.3 MPa. Boundary conditions were zero velocity
at the closed end and constant ambient pressure at the open end. Figure 5.10 plots pressure versus
time at the closed end of the pipe. This result agrees with those obtained by Ransom and Hicks for the
eight-equation two-pressure model.

0.15 0.20

Time(s)

Figure 5.10. Two-phase blowdown experiment (closed end pressure versus time)
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6 The characteristic flux approach - VFFC Method

Although almost all the models encountered in two phase flow are non-conservative, we are going to
deal first with conservative systems, since they are convenient in order to introduce the basic
notations.

6.1 The conservative case

Let us consider a system of m balance equations :

av+_af(v)_
dt 8x

where v = (v,,..., vJT e IRm and f : Rm —> Rm. We assume that the computational domain Q. is
decomposed Q. = IR = u^zla^b,], If = [a^bj with a/V, = b}. We denote by A(v) the Jacobian matrix 3f(v)/3v
and we have

— + A(v)—-- = 0 . (6.2)
dt dx

We observe that since A(v) 3v/3t=3f(v)/3t then according to (6.1),

. . . v . - = 0 . (6.3)
dt dx

This shows that the flux f(v) is "convected" by A(v) like v.

Let us assume that (6.1) is smoothly hyperbolic, that is to say : for every v there exists a smooth basis
(r,(v), ..., rm(v)) of Rm made with eigenvectors of A(v) : 3 \ (v) e R such that A(v) rk(v) = \(v) rk(v). It is
then possible to construct (l,(v),..., lm(v)) such that 'A(v) lk(v) = \ (v) lk(v) and lk(v)rp(v) = 5k p.

Let <E> be the numerical flux which represents the flux at an interface. At this level of generality 0 must
satisfy [GKL96] two structural properties :

• Consistency : O(w, w; |J.) = f(w), Vw,
• Conservation : O(v, w; |J.) = -^(w, v; p.), Vv,w.

Using a mean value u of v at this interface, we replace (6.3) by the linearisation :

0. m

dx

It follows that setting fk(v) = lk(|j.) • f(v), which is termed as the k-th characteristic flux, (6.4) can be
written under its characteristic form :
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at dx
(6.5)

Solving exactly this last equation, leads to the following formula (for more details see
[GKL96a,GKL96b,G95]) :

<D(v,w;|l)=

V

^ ^ 1 ^ +
h +

)
k 00 (6.6)

-f(v)>k

where |i is a mean between v and w which only depends on the geometry of Iy and

v + Lj+1 w
(6.7)

Proposition. The finite volume approximation of (6.1) is the following system ofo.d.e.'s :

dt
(6.8)

6.2 The non-conservative case

Let us now consider a system of m balance equations which reads as :

dt dx dx
(6.9)

/• x d v
and which therefore generalises (6.1). The function/is still termed as "the flux" while the C ( v ) — are

dx
the "non-conservative" terms. Of course the forms (6.9) is not unique and if we add a function g to /

and subtract the matrix Vvg = — to C(v), we obtain another equation (which is equivalent to (6.9)
dv

as far as continuous solutions are concerned). Moreover, we shall assume that f(v) has a non vanishing
Jacobian i.e. det J(v) * 0. The condition J(v) * 0 is achieved in the applications by adding to the
"original" / in (6.9) a suitable function g and subtracting Vvg to C. This is done in general by using
physical arguments rather than mathematical abstraction (see Sections 6.3 and 6.4).

3f(v)
Denoting by J(v) the Jacobian matrix -—— we have instead of (6.3)

dt
•A(v) = 0, (6.10)

where
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A M s K v X I + CCvWv)-1) (6.11)

Equation (6.10) shows that the flux is now convected along of the characteristics of A instead of A.
So, the numerical flux at the interface will have the following form :

<D(v,w;|i)=

ifcU
( 6 , 2 )

with [i given by (6.7), and \ , \ respectively the right and left eigenvectors of the matrix A . This last
matrix being similar to the matrix A, its eigenvectors are calculated from those of A, rk and lk as
follows :

X =J rk (6.13)

X =r' i (6-14)

Remark. Of course when C=0 both formulas (6.6) and (6.12) coincide.

Now that we have a formula for computing the numerical flux at an interface, we have to discuss the
discretisation of the non-conservative products. This leads to the question of approximating the
integral

r 3v
C ( v ) — d x = E ( v ) ( O ( v , v . , ; i i . . . ) - O ( v . _ . v . ; u . _ , ) , (6.15)J. dx J

 J J J-J J J J .J

where E(vj) is defined :

E(Vj) = C(v j ) J (v j ) " 1 . (6.16)

Proposition. In this case, the finite volume approximation of (6.9) is the following system ofo.d.e.'s :

dv. I + E,
' ((if\t-n ^ y. ; U ) — O ( v , v ; Li • ) ) , (6.17)

dt

6.3 Four equation model

The model considered in this section is the isentropic equal pressure two-fluid model consisting in
mass and momentum balance equations for each phase [SW84,175] :
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(6.18)

(6.19)

with k=v, 1. In order to close this system, we use the following state equations :

Gk(p,pJ = 0. (6.20)

The system (6.18)-(6.19) can be rewritten in a condensed form, suitable for discretisation:

dv df(v,1t) dv
— + — 3 — - + C(v, JC)— = S(v)
at ax ax

with :

v = (avpv, a,p,, avpvuv, a.p.u,)1,

f(v) = (avpvuv, a.p.u,, avpvu^ +av(p-jc),

C(v,7t)^- = (O,O-(p-7C)^p
ax ax

71 = Jl(t).

, " (P - it)
dx"

(6.21)

7i is a scalar which can be viewed as a "pressure correction" term in order to render the determinant of
the Jacobian non vanishing. Note that this system can always be written in a quasi-linear form
independent of TC, namely:

| ^ + A ( v ) | ^ = S(v) (6.22)
3t d

dv d(p
Expressing the term C(v, 7t)—— in the equivalent form E ( v , 7C)——, with cp=f(v,Tc),

ax ax
-1 d(p

E(v, n) = C( V, 7l)J(v, n) and J(v, TC) = , Equation (6.21) may be written as :
dv

dv
—
9t dx

which in discretised form, reads :

At
v = vn - ( ' I + F°V(Dn — mn "i+
v j v j | T V1 ' '-'j/VTj+l/2 Tj-1/2/ '

I j

To solve (6.24), the following matrices need to be evaluated:

' o o o oN

0 0 0 0
C(v,7C) = - (p -7C)

avl av2 0 0

a,, a, 0 0

(6.23)

(6.24)
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with

J(v,7t) =

f 0
0

'31

0 1

0 0

J™ J

'41

E(v,7C) =

0

0

E3,
- E 31

A(v) =

akj =

p. -

J3,

k=v,l and j=l,4

j7 j=l,4
2

( 0
0

A

v

'42

0

0

- E

0

0

33

0

0

1

0

J44

32

0

0

E33

- E

3i "•:

1
0

J33

0

33

0
1

0

J44

0

0

E34

- E 34

= «v P,

J« = «, P2 + «,,2 (P-71) - u,2

J« = 2u,
A 3 , = «v P , - Uv

2

A32 = av p2

A4, =«lPl
A42 = a, p2 - u,2

•̂31 "" J33 (^-32 J41" *—3ï J42/

^32 = J44 (^-3lJ32' M2J31)

F = C T - C T
C33 ^31^42 ^-32J41
E = C T - C T
ij34 ^2^31 ^3^32

ô s det(J(v/rc)).
We remark that a sufficient condition for the matrix E(v/n:) to be regular is that the determinant Ô s
det(J(v,7i)) does not vanish. From this condition, one can determine the value of n at every
time-step [K97]:

5 = A - BTC

where A=5(7i=O), B=- ccv 2 (p,- uv
2) - a,, (p2- u,2) and

Sosô(Jt=O,uv=u,=O)=p(av_1 p2+ a,2 p,).

The parameter jt will thus be defined in the following manner:

(6.25)

7tn = Min
j

B j n
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The numerical flux 9 j+i/o ^ Equation (6.24) is evaluated using the formula (6.12). We recall that the

fluxes are up winded depending on the sign of the eigenvalues X^(\i • ) in the basis \({1-) which

are the eigenvectors of the matrix Â ( v , 7l) = J(v, %)( J(v, it) + C(v , 7t))J (v , 7t).

6.3.1 Thennodynamic properties

We now define aki and pjr with k=v,l and j=l,4. Their expressions depend on the form of the state
equations (6.20) for each of the two phases :

a. Simplified case :

The liquid phase is assumed to be incompressible while the vapor phase is a perfect isentropic
gas with state equation given by p=A pv

7.

The following expressions are obtained :

«1,2 = - «v.2

P2 = P, Pv/P.

b. Another simplified case

The liquid phase is assumed to be a real fluid (p,= p,(p,T)) while the vapor is a perfect isothermal
gas (pv =p / (R T)). The following expressions are obtained :

a, dp,
K dp
a,

a,,, = —

«v,2 = —
K

«II = " «v.,

Pi = ?xl K

P2 = Pv / K

K a v p 1 ^f + a , p v ^ .
op op

c. Real case

The liquid and the vapor phases are assumed to be at saturation. The state equations are
Pv= Pv(P/Xa,(p)), P,= PilP/T^Xp))- The thermodynamic properties for the two phases can be calculated by
the use of appropriate tables and interpolation. Expressions for oĉ  and p( are similar to those of case
b.

6.3.2 Primitive variables and the computation of pressure

At time t"*1 the numerical scheme yields v"1, thus the value of the conservative variables. However,
we remark that in the expressions for the fluxes and the different matrices (A, J, C, E) the
thermodynamic properties appear and they are determined from the value of the pressure (in the 4-
equation system). If the state relations are given by algebraic expressions, then the pressure is
determined from the resolution of the following equation:
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P Pv(P) Pl(P)

with p the density of the mixture defined as p = vt + v2, ck the mass concentration of phase k defined as

ck = vk/(v,+v2).

If, on the other hand, the state relations are tabulated, then one defines a change of variables,

v = 6(u) (6.27)
where u is the vector of primitive variables u = (cv, p, pu, pcvuv), with pu the mixture momentum
defined as pu = v3 + v4 and c=c,. The function 9 is given by expression (6.28):

9(u) =

cvp(p,cv)
(l-cv)p(p,cv)

v u ' - u < J

(6.28)

To calculate û *1 one must therefore solve (6.27) by a Taylor-like expansion :

n+l

n+l

ô u p = (Vu6)-1(uJ
n)(vJ

n+1 - v»)
(6.29)

One remarks that generally, v p ;£ 9(u"+1) and that several iteration steps are necessary to

reach convergence:

ôûp = (Vue)-'(.)(vp - vp

with uj^u", vj=vj,5?+1 = Uj" + SS?+1, Vj" = 9(2?) . The matrix (Vu0)"' can either be recalculated

at each iteration q and evaluated at the state U^, or be "frozen" around state vn. Convergence is

achieved when the criterion

The matrix V 6 is given by:

Vj
n+1 - 9(up < £ is satisfied.

v.,e =

p(p,cv) + cvpc cvpp 0 0

-p(p ,c v ) + ( l - c v ) p c ( l - c v ) p p 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 - 1

(6.30)

P c ^ V ( ) P p

3cv pv p,

Replacing the expression for pc in (6.30) it comes :

Pv(p) P?
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v..e =

f p2(p,cv)/Pl(p) cvPp 0 0

-p2(p,cv)/pv(p) ( l -c v )p p 0 0

0

0

0

0

The inverse matrix (Vu0) ' is then given by :

(Vuer =

l - c .

P(P.Cv) P(P'C)
p(p,cv) p(p,cv)

Pv(P)Pp Pl(P)Pp
0 Oil

0 1

1 - 1

0 0

0 0

j

0 0 1 0

(6.31)

6.4 Six equation model

This model consists of a mass, momentum and energy equation for each phase k=v,l

= 0

dt
—a k p k H k - p —a k = akpkukg.
dx dt

with two state relations to close the system:

Gt(p,pk/ek) = 0.

(6.32)

(6.33)

(6.34)

(6.35)

6.4.1 Discretisation

Equations (6.32)-(6.34) are written in condensed form prior to discretisation :

dv df(v,7t)
— + \
dt dx

C(v, 7C)— = S(v)
dx

where

v = (ctvpv, a |Pl, avpvuv, a.p.u,, avpvEv, a.p.E/,

f(v,7t) = (avpvuv, a^u, , a v p v u 2 +av(p-rc), a.p.uf+c^p-Tc), avpvHvuv

C(V, 7C) — = (0 ,0 , - (p - It) —-!- , - ( p - 7C) — ^ , - p — ^ , - p - r r 1 ) ,
dx dx dx dt dt

S(v) = (0,0, ccvpvg, a,p,g, avpvguv, a,p,gu,),
71 = 7t(t).

(6.36)
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8v 3(p
Writing the non-conservative term C(v,7t) in the equivalent form E(v,7C) , with cp=f(v,7t),

ax ox
-1 9(D

E(v, 7C) = C(v, 7t)J(v, 71) and J(v, TC) = , one can express the system (6.36) in the following
dvmanner:

^ = S(v), (6.37)
dx

leading to the discretized form :

At
vn+> = v" _ p L ( I + Ej") ( (p«+i /2 _ ^ _ i / 2 ) + A t n S j". (6.38)

'~JI
da.

To evaluate the matrices C(v,7t), E(v,7t) and A{v,ri) one must express the partial derivatives -jr~ as a

3v
function of the conservative variables v and their gradients jr~ . The expressions depend on the form

of the state relations.

6.4.2 Thermodynamic properties and partial derivatives of c^ and p

We shall restrict ourselves here to two-phase flow consisting of an incompressible liquid phase
(p,=constante) and a perfect gas vapor phase p=(y-l) pvev.

Since the liquid is incompressible, Equation (6.32) with k=l, implies that:

and

9av

9t

9av

9x

9a,
9t

. M
dx

1 (

P.

P.

9x

9a,p, _

9x

1
P

P.

, 9x

9v2

9x "

The following expressions for cckj and p^ k=v,l, j=l,4, are then obtained:

akj = 0,j=l, 3 and 4
Pl = (-H)uv

2/(2c0
p2 = p / (p, av)

6.4.3 Evaluation of the matrices E, J and A

Before evaluating the matrix E, one needs to exhibit the form of the matrix C :
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C(v,ît) =

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
p-TC

Pi
p-7C

Pi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

v_
Pi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

The matrix J has the form:

J(V,ÎC) =

f 0 0

0 0

•^ l "'51

Pi

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

3 3

43

0 J

0

35

45

J64 J65

0

0

0

0

0
p-ît

JM 21

• J M

0

0

with

J31 = «v Pi - Uv2

J32 = ccv p 2 + ocv2

h = 2 uv + av p 3

L = «v P5

21

0

0
p - -JM

0

0
P - J t

0

0

Pi
p-TC

11 JM 23

JM 22 • J M 23

p -

Pl
p - - 71

JM24

JM
Pi

24

v_JM42

- ^ - J M 4 2

Pi

ro
0

J3,
J 4 1

J 5 .

J«

0

0

A32

A42

0

1

0

J33

J43

J53

J63

0

0

0

1

0

J44

0

Aft4

0

0

J35

J 4 5

J55

J65

0

0

0

0

0

J

0

0

\

) ,

0

0
p-ft

Pi
p - 7

JM 25

J42 = «, P2 + «u (P"71) - u:2
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= «•

«, p5

(«v P, ~ Hv) uv

Je = (a, P2 + P/P, " H,) u.
J63 = «,

32 = a v p 2

42 = a. P2

The elements of the inverse matrix J1, denoted by JM ,̂ are given by:

Pv

jM23=-a1p3

Pi a v

We notice that a sufficient condition for the matrix E(v,n) to be regular is that ô does not vanish. This
allows to define n at every time-step :

5 = A - Bit (6.39)

with

A=8(*=0)= ( ^ - u v
2 ) ( - ^ - - u , 2 ) ,

Pv «vPl

B= J_(^_ ( 1 _ Y a ] ) U v
2 )

avp, Pv

and

7P P
80= 5(TI=0 /UV=U I=0) =

Pv «vPl

The parameter n will thus be defined [K97] in the following manner :
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" = Min
i

A" - 5 0
n

B j"
(6.40)

6.4.4 Primitive variables — calculating the pressure

In our case, the pressure is determined by solving the equation:

P Pv(P) Pl(P)

where p is the mixture density defined as p = v, + v2, ck the mass concentration of phase k defined as ck
= vk / (vi + V2)- We recall that the second phase is assumed incompressible (p,=constante), which
further simplifies the calculation of the pressure.

6.5 Numerical results

In this section we would like to present very briefly some benchmark problems solved using the VFFC
scheme, and in particular to discuss possible techniques for imposing boundary conditions. We refer
the interested reader to the bibliography for a more detailed presentation and discussion of the test-
cases.

6.5.1 Ransom faucet flow

This very classical benchmark problem was proposed by Ransom in the late eighties and numerical
results are presented in Section 5 for a Roe type scheme. Here we use the model (6.32)-(6.34) (for more
details we refer to Kumbaro [K97]). We remark that this system is not supplemented with any terms
that make it hyperbolic (see Section "Non hyperbolic convection operators" for details).

We represent below the void fraction, ag at a given time. The results show the ability of the method to
capture the front.

blMOe da Ranscon.

100400

X(m)

Figure 6.1. Profile of void fraction, pressure and phase velocities à t=0.565s.
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6.5.2 Boiling tube

This benchmark was defined in the framework of studies concerning the long term phase that would
follow a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) with a cold leg broken, in a PWR nuclear power plant.
During this phase, which begins a few minutes after the accident and goes on for several hours, the
reactor core is reflooded (the water surface is kept above the top of the core) and it is at ambient
pressure. The core must still be cooled, in order to remove the residual heat.

The numerical simulation of the flow in a PWR core during this phase, with low pressure and low
water speed, is quite difficult. Thus, we propose a very simple ID numerical benchmark that contains
many difficulties of the real problem. Basically, we consider a ID vertical section in the core. Hence 3
equations mixture model is used with a fixed relative velocity. A constant mass flow rate (1 kg/m2/s)
is given at the bottom (entrance), while a constant pressure (1.013 bar) is given at the top (exit). Liquid
water at saturation temperature enters the domain. A constant heating is applied in the entire volume
so that saturated vapor exits at the top. We refer to Freydier and Tajchman [FT99] concerning all the
relevant details. The numerical results presented below have been obtained by using the VFFC
conservative scheme (6.8).

I

0.9
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0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

ft

i i i

. C

-

-

ur=o.o /yyy.

1 1 ^^M

/JJJJBI -
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Figure 6.2. Quality for various values of the relative velocity wr

The calculated values of the quality, that are shown above, are in good agreement with the analytical
solution.
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7 Stadtke's "Flux Vector Splitting'' scheme

This original method relies on a particular two-fluid model which has the advantage of being
unconditionally hyperbolic while yielding complete algebraic expressions for the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the system [SH91,SH93,SBW97,SFW97,SFW98]. The derivation of this hyperbolic
model is based on a systematic investigation of the combined effects of various space and time-
dependent terms in the separated momentum balance equations. The final form of these non-viscous
terms can be seen as an extension of the "virtual mass" effects as have been introduced by various
investigators.

The numerical technique used to discretise the hyperbolic system is based on state-of-the-art
upwinding techniques developed for single phase gas dynamics, namely upwinding based on
characteristic propagation analysis of the hyperbolic system. To be able to exhibit closed form
expressions for the eigenvalues and vectors of the system therefore renders the analysis of this two-
phase two-fluid model particularly attractive, and the application of upwinding techniques more
straightforward. Although termed by its authors as a particular "Flux Vector Splitting" method, the
method actually shares many common features with the Characteristic Flux (VFFC) method and the
more general class of Flux Schemes.

7.1 Hyperbolic two-fluid model of two-phase flow

The derivation of general balance equations for the two-fluid model is largely related to the
pioneering work of Ishii [175], Bouré [B75,B87], Delhaye and Achard [DA76], and Drew and
Lahey [DL79]. The model considered here is constituted by using separated balance equations for
mass, momentum and energy (entropy) for the two phases.

Mass :

(7.1)

with
i=v,l

Momentum :

(7.2)

with
i=v,l

Energy :

<?t

F,n, .y™+aMve*+apfc

(7.3)
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with
i=v,I

Removing the kinetic energy terms from the general energy equation, a balance equation can be
derived for the phasic entropy.

Entropy :

(7.4)

which in certain cases might substitute the complete form of the energy equation. The model and its
mathematical properties are presented in chapters 2 and 3, while the reader is referred to
[SH91,SFW97] for more details.

7.2 Numerical solution strategy

Introducing the state vector of conservative variables, v, and the corresponding flux vector, F,

v=<

«vPv

a.p.

avPvvv

a,p,v,
F=

ttvPvVv

(7.5)

the matrix form of the governing equations for the primitive vector variables (see Eq. 3.84) can be
transformed into the "conservative" form as

at ax
(7.6)

where for clarity, the source term has been omitted from the system.

The 'non-conservative' part of the coefficient matrix C in equation (7.6) reflects the fact that the
separated momentum equations for the liquid and vapour phases and the transport equation for the
interfacial area concentration cannot be put into a fully conservative form. These non-conservative
contributions to the conservation equations are defined in matrix form

with the Jacobian

= (Vu0-G-ju) j ;1

._, . 6 v _ d¥
V..9= and J..=

(7.7)

(7.8)
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For the numerical solution, the governing equations (7.6) are transformed into a finite volume
approximation leading to the following scheme:

(7.9)
l i s ^ i s

The fluxes at the cell-to-cell interfaces are calculated from a series of quasi one-dimensional Riemann
problems normal to the specific boundary section of the computational cell.

k,Xk>0

This expression for the fluxes can be derived from the following equations :

with the coefficient matrix

R=JUGJU ' (7.12)

The "weighting" factors in equation (7.10) for the left and right fluxes represent the 'reduced' split

matrices for the fluxes of the coefficient matrix [Rs J based on average conditions at the cell-to-cell

interface with respect to the individual eigenvalues \

RsX (7-13)
^ k

which satisfy the condition as explained in [SFW97]

[sl=[l] (7-14)
k=l

As far as the choice of the "average" state at the cell interface, different choices are possible: either a
Roe-type average such as used in the Approximate Riemann Solvers for two-phase flow, or simply an
arithmetic average of the conservative variables or the primitive variables. Just as for the VFFC
scheme, the actual choice of average is not crucial to the accuracy of the method. In the case of
irregular meshes, a volume-weighted average of the states on either side of the interface is a good
candidate for the choice of average conditions.

7.3 A one-dimensional test-case: phase separation by gravity

A large number of test cases have been used to check and validate the new models and strategies for
the prediction of 1-D and 2-D applications. This includes the well-known benchmark tests such as the
oscillating liquid column in a U-tube manometer [SFW97], the sedimentation in vertical pipes and
vessels due to gravitational settlement, boiling instabilities in narrow vertical pipes (geyser effects),
the fast depressurization (blowdown) of pipes and vessels initially filled with subcooled or saturated
water [SFW97] and more complex cases such as the recirculation pattern in bubble columns or gas-lift
reactors.
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One of the major concerns has been whether the newly derived model is capable of correctly
describing counter-current flow conditions, in particular at low pressure (near atmospheric) with
extremely large differences in phasic densities. As a characteristic test, phase separation caused by
gravity in a vertical pipe of 2 m length has been selected. The pipe is modeled as a 1-D case with 100
computational cells. The predicted void profiles at different time values given in Figure 7.1 show the
propagation of two void waves moving into the pipe from top and the bottom respectively. The
separation of the two phase is complete when both waves merge in the middle of the pipe at about 1.8
seconds. The final liquid level is resolved within 1 to 2 computational cells.

Two-dimensional results computed with this method can be found in Chapter 8.
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void fraction

/ a() = 1.0

gravity

a,, = 0.5

a,, = 0.0

t = 0.0 s I; = 0.5 s t = 1.0 s I = 1.5 s t = 2.0 s t = 2.5 s I = 3.0 s

Figure 7. I : Sedimentation test case. Phase separation due to gravity, channel height =2m, p,=1000, pv=l, initial vapour void fraction av=0.5
(Courtesy of H. Stâdtke)



8 Space and Time Discretisations

8.1 Finite volume approximation and "Flux schemes"

In this section, a general methodology introduced in [G98a] for the discretisation of PDEs arising in
fluid dynamics by cell-centred finite volume methods, is presented. A family of upwind schemes,
called the "Flux Schemes" is introduced, which allows us to cast the previously described schemes as
centred schemes with artificial dissipation terms based on flux differences, so that the numerical flux
functions may be expressed simply as linear combinations of the fluxes on either side of the interface.
The method is general in the sense that both single-phase and two-phase upwind differencing
schemes are encompassed within this family. A specific difficulty of the two-phase flow case is the
treatment of the non-conservative terms, for which the extension of the one-dimensional case to the
multi-dimensional case requires some care.

First, to introduce the concept of "flux schemes", we shall examine the case of conservative systems
and describe the finite volume space discretisation. Then, we will present the generalisation to non-
conservative systems, which are typical of two-phase flow models.

8.1.1 Conservative system

Let us consider a system of m balance equations (v = (v, ,...vm )e Rm j , written in conservative form:

9v
— + divF(v) = S(v), (8.1)
atnd

here divF(v)= V , where F' maps Rm into IRm, in a nd-dimensional domain £2 (nd = 1, 2 or 3
B x&B x j

in practice). For mathematical analysis purposes, it is often useful to write the system in quasi-linear
form,

- + A . _ = S(v> (8.2)

where, in the conservative case, Av is the flux Jacobian J = —F(v) • V, with v a unit vector.
dv

We assume that the computational domain Q is decomposed into small 'control' volumes
K:£2 = uKeTK. In practice, the domain is decomposed into tetrahedra or hexahedra in the three-
dimensional case. The cell-centre finite volume approach for solving (8.1) consists in approximating
the average of v in each control volume,

where vol(K) denotes the nd-dimensional volume of K. Integrating (8.1) on K and using Gauss'
theorem leads to the expression of the normal fluxes,

F*(0 = J * F(v(cr,t)). v(cr)dfT, (8.4)
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where dK. is the boundary of K, v(o) the unit external normal on 3K and da the elementary surface
element of the interface 8K. Indeed, we have according to (8.1) :

dt VO1(K)

provided we set

(8.5)

SK(0=—jnJKS(v(x,t))ix. (8.6)
VO1(K)

The relation (8.5) is exact, and if it were possible to express in closed form F and S in terms of the

vK's, we would obtain a system of ODEs instead of PDEs. Of course this is usually impossible and the

crux of finite volume methods consists in providing a formula for the normal fluxes F in terms of
oK

Assuming that the control volumes K are polyhedra and as is most often the case, the boundary 3K is
the union of faces K n L where L belongs to the set N(K), the set of L e t such that K n L has
positive (nd-l)-measure. We can therefore decompose the normal flux as a sum :

LeN(K)
with

( ( ) ) K j L d c . (8.8)

where V is the unit normal that points into L.

Motivated by the case where (8.1) describes wave propagation phenomena, it is natural to look for an
approximation of (8.8) in terms of vK(t) and vL(t) :

F =area(KnL)<ï>(vK,vL;K,L) (8.9)

where O is the numerical flux that we seek and which should satisfy the following properties :

(i) consistency: <E>(w, w ; K, L) = F(W). VK L , Vw,

(ii) conservation: O(v, w ;K,LJ = - O ( w , v ;L,K), V V , W .

So, the discrete form of system (8.1) is written as follows :

dt

Example. The centred flux

—r-r ^ area(K n L)O(vK,vL ; K, L) = (8.10)
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obviously satisfies the two previous properties. However, as is well-known, this choice of flux leads to
unstable methods and illustrates the need for some form of numerical or artificial dissipation when

discretising hyperbolic conservation laws. This leads us to the introduction of the deviator O of a

numerical flux <E»d = 4> - Oc :

<D(v, w
F(v) + F(w)

.vK L +<Dd(v, w (8.12)

We know that the stability of the numerical method will depend on O . Hence this flux is related to a
stabilisation process and represents the numerical viscosity of the scheme. If this viscosity is too large,
the method will be too diffusive and some interesting physical values may be altered (e.g. fronts could
be smeared). On the contrary, if this viscosity is too small, numerical instability may occur.

Since by (i), we have O (v, V ; K, Lj = 0 we can write:

®'(v,w;K,L)=Q(v,w;K, (8.13)

where Q(v,w ; K,L) is a m x m matrix called the viscosity matrix.

There are many methods for constructing numerical fluxes which lead to numerically stable schemes
and the reader is referred to [HLvL83,R86,H90,GR91,J96,T97] and to the notes of Dr Liou in this
Lecture Series volume for a review of upwind differencing schemes and so-called Godunov methods.
In the context of the Euler equations of gas dynamics, Godunov [G59] introduced in 1959 the solution
to the exact Riemann problem as a building block for the construction of a method that bears his name
and which satisfies both conservation and consistency, is very stable but is unfortunately quite
expensive to compute as it requires the exact solution to a non-linear problem. Furthermore, since that
exact solution is then averaged over each cell, the Godunov method does not make use of all the
information contained in the exact solution. A computationally less expensive alternative to the exact
Riemann solver are the so-called Approximate Riemann Solvers. A popular example of the latter was
proposed by Roe at the beginning of the eighties. In [R81], he suggested replacing the solution of the
exact Riemann problem by the solution of a linearised version of this problem and so doing, he
discovered additional properties that the linearisation must satisfy. The viscosity matrix for the Roe
scheme may be written as:

Od
ROE(v,w;K,L)=-| Ju(v) (8.14)

where Ĵ  is the Jacobian matrix J =—F(v)-VKL andv(v,w) is the Roe-average state which
dv

depends on the left and right states v and w, and satisfies the following properties:

f(v)-f(w) = J(v)-(v-w)

J(v) has real eigenvalues and a complete set of eigenvectors

v(v, v) = v

(8.15)

There are other upwind differencing schemes that have viscosity matrices of the form

— Ju(v,w) (w — v) . Besides the Roe scheme, Harten et al. [HLvL83] give as example the scheme

defined by the viscosity matrix — ,v + w. (w — v). This choice also forms the basis of the more

recently published scheme of Gallouet and Masella [GM96].
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At the same time as the Roe scheme, a less known solver was proposed by Huang [H81a] of the form:

(8.16)

where v is the arithmetic average between the left and right states, and sgn(M) is the sign of the mxm
matrix M, defined by

|M| = sgn(M) M = M sgn(M) (8.17)

where IMI is the absolute value of the matrix M, whose eigenvalues are the absolute eigenvalues of
M. If R and L are respectively the right and left eigenvectors of M, and A the diagonal matrix of
eigenvalues, A=LMR, one has :

|M| = R |A| L (8.18)

These forms of viscosity matrices suggest a more general approach to the construction of upwind
differencing schemes, in which the numerical flux at an interface KnL is sought as a linear

combination of the fluxes on either side of this interface, F( v£ )v and F( v" )-v. We believe that this
property is very important and that it enhances the relevance of the scheme with respect to wave
propagation phenomena. This leads then naturally to the following definitions of the 'flux schemes'
and that of consistency.

Definition. The numerical flux <ï> leads to a so-called flux scheme [G98a] when there exists a matrix
U(v,w ; K,L) such that

O.(v,w;K,L)= F(V)+
2
F(W).VK,L - U ( v , w ; ^ ^ )

From (8.2) (in the homogeneous case) and the definition J(v) = —— F(v), we observe that the flux is
dv

also 'convected' by J(v),
ô F(v) T , , ô F(v) .

^ + J ( v ) ^ = 0 (8.20)+ J v ( v ) 0
d t d v

Proposition. We consider now a local linearisation of (8.20) given by

4— + Jv(v,w;K,L)^—= 0 (8.21)
d t a v

Then, the flux scheme defined by (8.19) is said to be 'consistent' if the matrix U(v,w;K,L) satisfies:

U(v,w;K,L)Jv(v,w;K,L) = Jv(v,w;K,L)U(v,w;K,L) (8.22)

This condition ensures that the numerical flux <ï>(v,w;K,L) is also 'convected' by the same linearised
Jacobian matrix,

?— + Jv(v,w;K,L) — - = 0 (8.23)
d t d v

The proof is straightforward. We remark that a natural candidate satisfying (8.22) is the sign matrix
sgn(J). In the following, we give the expressions of the matrix U for the different schemes that have
been described earlier, all of which satisfy the property of consistency. Note however that not all
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viscous fluxes (i.e central schemes with an artificial dissipation matrix term <J>d) may be cast into the
form of a flux scheme.

8.1.1.1 Roe type scheme

If we have a Roe matrix J^OE (v, w; K, L) such that the Rankine-Hugoniot condition is satisfied

J*OE (v, w; K, L)(v - w) = (F(v) - F(w)) • vKX, (8.24)

then taking

U(v,w;K,L)= sgn(j*OE(v, w;K,L)) (8.25)

in (8.19) leads to a Roe type scheme consistent with J*0 E(v,w;K,L) . The Roe scheme can therefore
be written as a flux scheme,

— ^ K L ' (8-26)

or

(8.27)

The latter expressions shows that the Roe flux can be expressed as a linear combination of the left and
right fluxes, F(v) and F(w).

8.2.1.2 VFFC scheme

The VFFC scheme can also be written as a flux scheme with the U matrix defined as :

U(v,w;K,L)=sgn(j u ( / / (v ,w;K,L))) (8.28)

where n(v, w; K, U is an average between v and w which depends on the geometry of K and L :

_vol(K)v + vol(L)w

vol(K)+ vol(L)

We remark that on uniform meshes, this scheme reduces exactly to Huang's scheme (8.16). As noted
by Romate in [R98], the schemes of Roe and Huang, when written as flux schemes, are of the same
form and only differ in the way the average state at the interface is constructed. This slight difference
may not be so insignificant. Indeed, in the scalar case, one can prove [R99b] that Huang's scheme does
not always preserve monotonicity whereas the Roe scheme is known to be TVD (though not for
systems!).

8.1.13 Stadtke's scheme

This is also a flux scheme with the U matrix defined as :

U(v,w;K,L)=sgn(j u ( / / (v ,w;K,L))) (8.30)
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where n(v,w, K, L) is some average between the left and right states, such as the arithmetic average of
the conservative variables, or the arithmetic average of the primitive variables or the Roe average. This
expression shows the close similarity between the VFFC scheme and Stadtke's scheme.

8.1.2 The non-conservative case

We now consider a system of m balance equations

jtoi^sto, (8.31)

which generalises (8.1).

Remark. It may happen that one has to deal with an equation which reads :

^ + divF(v) + £ C j ( v ) | L + D ( v ) | l = S (v). (8.32)
dt pi dXj dt

We assume that (I + D(v)) has been inverted so that (8.32) reads as (8.31).

The function F is still termed as "the flux" while the C J v J are the "non-conservative" terms. Of
dXj

course the form (8.31) is not unique and if we add a function G to F and subtract the matrix

VVGJ = = to C: (v) ; we obtain another equation (which is equivalent to (8.31)
av dv,

as far as continuous solutions are concerned). Moreover, we shall assume that for each unit vector v in
nd

Rnd, the mapping from RT into Rn v —> F(v)v = ^ U j F j ( v ) leads to an invertible Jacobian, i.e. det

J u ( v ) ^ O where
nd

The condition det J ^ v ) ^ 0 is achieved in practice by adding to the "original" F in (8.31) a suitable

function G (and subtracting V GJ to C.). This is done (see [K98] and Section 6) in general by using

physical arguments rather than mathematical abstraction.

Now that an invertible Jacobian has been constructed, we are able to discretise the term
nd Ty

Y" C j (v) dx which appears in the integration of (8.31) on K in terms of the numerical flux for

the conservative part, $ (v K ,v L ; K, L) , and of the averaged normal flux in the control volume K,
Fn(vK)=F(vK)nK L. Following [B98,BG99], we take for the 3D case the following expression :

f ^ T L d x = Earea(KnL)En(vK,vL)(a)(vK,vL;K,L)-Fn(vk)) (8.34)
d X j L6N(K)
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where En is defined as follows :

E ( ) C ( ) ^ ) - 1 (8.35)

nd

Remark. The last term Fn(vK)=F(vK)nKL in (8.34), introduced in [BG99, B98], is useful only in the multi-
dimensional cases.

The discrete form of (8.31) is the following :

^ ^ nL)(<D(vK,vL;K,L)+ En(vK , vL)(<D(vK, V L ; K , L ) - Fn(vk))) = SK. (8.36)

Hence by this formula we have reduced the problem of discretising (8.31) to that of determining <ï>,
the numerical flux in the conservative case.

In order to define this numerical flux O(vK ,vL ; K, L) , we remark that our ID problem may be
written as:

,8.37)

with the conservative vector satisfying the following quasi-linear form:

9v dv
— + A n ( v ) — = 0 (8.38)
at dn

and the flux function Fn satisfying the quasi-linear equation:

^W+A,(v)^>=0. (8.39)
at dn

The matrixes Â n (v), An (vj are similar : Ân (v) = Jn (v)(An (v))J~' (v). So, it follows :

sgn(Ân (v)) = Jn (v)sgn(An (v))j; ' (v) (8.40)

and the eigenvectors of An are given by

%(v) = Jn(v)rk(v)

X(v) = J»lk(v).

Equation (8.39) shows that in the non-conservative case, the matrix U must be defined by A n and no
longer by the Jacobian matrix Jn. Hence, the generalisation of the consistency property implies that the

matrix U(v,w;K,L) should satisfy the condition U A n = A n U i f the numerical flux is to satisfy the
quasi-linear equation:
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+ A n (v )—= 0. (8.41)

8.1.2.1 Roe type scheme

The matrix U in the non-conservative case, for the Roe type scheme is :

U(v K , v L ) = sgn(Â n (v K ,v L ) ) = J ^ ( w R O E ) ) s g n (

where A^OE (v£, v£ ) is the Roe-averaged matrix of the linearised system :

, (8.42)

gr + A o ( v L , v E , o _ = 0

and Jn (v(wROE))is the Jacobian matrix linearised using the averaged values obtained during the

calculation of A^OE (vK , vL ) .

8.1.2.2 VFFC scheme

The matrix U in the non-conservative case, for the VFFC scheme is given by:

= sgn(ABOi)) =
Kv" +

K +
(8.43)

8.1.2.3 Stadtke's scheme

The matrix U in the non-conservative case, for Stadtke's scheme is given by:

U = sgn(ADQi)) =
~ |K|u" + Lu"
A^ 1 ' * L

K|
)) (8.44)

where uK, uL are the primitive vectors.

8.1.3 A fast algorithm for computing the sign of a matrix

We observe that when cast as flux schemes, the schemes of Roe (8.42), VFFC (8.43) or Stàdtke (8.44)
only require the evaluation of the upwinding matrix U. We are thus with the problem of determining
the sign of a given matrix. The direct way of doing so consists in finding a diagonalisation of the
matrix. As is well known, it is a difficult problem (from the numerical point of view) which can
require a lot of CPU time (when such a diagonalisation is not analytically known). The idea developed
in this section was developed by F. Alouges [A99]. It consists in writing an algorithm for computing
directly the sign of a given matrix A without making any eigen-decomposition.

It turns out that this is feasible with the so-called Newton-Schultz algorithm [KL91] :

Ao — A,

A _ 3 A n - A 3
n (8.45)
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The convergence of the algorithm is ensured as long as the eigenvalues of Ao are in modulus less than
or equal to one. However, if the convergence is quadratic close to the limit (just as a Newton
algorithm), it can still be rather slow to converge if the initialisation is too far from the desired limit.

In order to accelerate the procedure, the following algorithm is proposed. Assume that the
eigenvalues of A are clustered in [—Lo,—1 ] KJ \ 0 / O [ 1, Lo ] (this is always possible after multiplying

A by a well chosen constant), set a0 = 1/LO (Lo +1), Ao = A and perform the iteration:

AB+1=P..(AD)
2(an+l)

(8-46)

where the polynomial function Pa is defined as Pa (x) = —ax + (a +1 )x . It can be easily shown that

the eigenvalues of Anare all clustered in [—Ln,—l]o{0}<^[l,Ln], and that Lnconverges
quadratically to one. Moreover, far from this limit, the algorithm is faster than the Newton-Schultz
algorithm. We refer to [A99] for more details.

8.2 Boundary conditions

We discuss in this paragraph two techniques for imposing boundary conditions, by examining a one-
dimensional test-case, the faucet problem. This problem is a classical benchmark problem proposed by
Ransom in the late eighties [HDZ87] with the objective of studying the effect of gravity on a vertical
water jet, assuming incompressible liquid and no interphase drag terms. At the initial state, a 12m
long vertical pipe is filled with a uniform column of a two-phase mixture characterised by a void
fraction of 0.2, a downward velocity of lOm/s for the liquid and no velocity for the gas, and a pressure
of lbar. At the outlet, a constant pressure of lbar is imposed.

Inlet : The variables that are known at the inlet are: «,(0,0 = 0.2, u, (0,t)=0m/s, u2(0,t)=10m/s and
h2(0,t)=h2(lbar,50°C). In the following, we shall denote them by cek(O), uk(0) (k=l,2) and h,(0).

Outlet : The known variable at the outlet is the pressure p(12,t)=lbar. In the following, we shall
denote this value by p(L). Let N be the number of equally spaced segments corresponding to the
discretised domain [0,L].

8.2.1 Characteristic flux extrapolation

The first technique for imposing boundary conditions makes use of the properties of the VFFC scheme
to determine directly the value of the numerical boundary flux at the inlet. The other technique relies
on the more classical technique of "ghost cells" to construct the boundary flux. That technique is used
here at the outlet of the domain.

We use the fact that the characteristic flux is conserved along the characteristics of the A which
allows us to determine directly the numerical flux that has to be imposed at the inlet. This flux is of the
form:
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<P./2 =

0
a, (0^,11,(0)

av(0)P

0

o,(0)p1u1(0)(hI(0) + ^ > )

(8.47)

We recall that the liquid is incompressible. To determine the pressure, we use the fact that there is one
piece of information coming from the inside of the computational domain (subsonic flow). The
conservation of the characteristic flux along this characteristic allows us to determine the flux as a
function of the value of the flux in the first cell.

0 1/2 1

The characteristics being ordered in the order of increasing real part, one writes:

from which one obtains the value of the pressure:

I(v1
B)-(f(v1

n)-V)
(8.48)

where V = (0,a1(O)pIu1(0),0,a1(O)p1uf(O),O,a1(O)pIu1(O)(h,(O)

= (0,0,av(0),oI(0),0,0).

Replacing (8.48) in (8.47) one finally obtains the numerical flux.

We now describe a second technique for imposing boundary conditions.

8.2.2 Ghost cell approach

We focus now on the numerical flux that has to be imposed at the outlet of the domain. We assume
the existence of a fictitious cell (N+l) outside the domain.

N N+l/2 N+l

We first seek to determine vN̂ ,n by using the fact that the vector v is conserved along the characteristics
of the matrix A. We obtain:
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V N + 1 =

<*vPv

«iPl

u.

u,

(8.49)

Ordering the characteristics by increasing value of the real part, one can distinguish two cases:

Case \<Q, "K<& et X,>0, k=3,...,6 :

There are two pieces of information coming from outside of the computational domain. We shall
impose p=p(L)=lbar and T=50°C as the two variables known at the outlet. Next, one can calculate :
pv=p/(RT), hv=yp/((7-l) pv), ev= hv-p/pv. There remains to calculate av (a,=l-av), uu, u, and e,. We recall
that there are four characteristics coming from the inside of the computational domain. It comes:

v = • (8.50)

We divide the first two equations of system (8.50) respectively by the two phase densities and we add
them up. Next we multiply the first equation by Et and we subtract it from the fifth equation. We
obtain:

Pi (8.51)

- r 2
5 )

Solving (8.81), we obtain both e, and EJ. These values are approximations since for the initial step, we
took Et=ev After having calculated the other variables appearing in vN^n, we recompute E, and iterate
this way until convergence is reached.

, k=2 6 :Case X,,<0 et

There is only one information coming from the outside. We assume the ratio p/T to be known. It is
therefore straightforward to compute : pv=p/(RT). There remains the remaining variables appearing in
vNil

n. There are five characteristics coming from the inside of the domain. We write:

v^v^+e^K). (8.52)
We divide the first two equations of system respectively by the two phase densities and we add them
up. We thus obtain an expression for e, :

SI =
Pv Pi

(8.53)

which allows us to compute vN<.,".

Pi
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Once the vector vNi]
n has been computed, one can estimate the flux f(vNil"), and upwinding along the

characteristics of A is used to determine the numerical flux (pN.1/2 at the outlet.

The VFFC type scheme is used here and we represent below the void fraction distribution first, at a
given time on grids with increasing number of points, and second, at different values of time on the
same grid. The results show the ability of the method to capture the front.

Figure 8.1 : Faucet problem: Void fraction distribution for series of computations

a) on grids with increasing number of points

b) at different values of time

8.3 Time discretisation

We describe in this section different approaches for discretising the two-phase flow equation systems,
for both steady and unsteady flow computations.

8.3.1 An implicit linearised scheme for steady-state calculations

We describe here an implicit linearised scheme designed for fast running steady-state computations. It
is based on the Roe-type solver applied to the 3D drift flux model [TC98], and is implemented in the
industrial code FLICA4 [TGR97]. We recall that this system is in conservative form, and hence that the
Roe scheme is of the form:

(8.54)

where A is the flux Jacobian J=3F/3v. For simplicity, we shall consider here only the one-dimensional
case, though the method extends to the three-dimensional unstructured case. The explicit scheme may
be written as:

vn + 1 - v n

At Ax

whereas the implicit scheme reads:

« , v r ) _ 0 ) ( v i
n _ 1 , v 1

n ) ] = 0 (8.55)
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- [<E>(v r + I , V.V,1) - <D(v r .V. v . " + 1 ) ] = 0 (8-56)
x

At Ax

The Roe matrix A[y{, vi+, ) o can be split into a positive and a negative part:

(8-57)

such that A = A + + A , A = A + — A . Hence, one can write the total flux balance in cell i

as:

O ( v i _ 1 , v i , i + 1 ) O ( v i , v i + 1 ) O ( v i _ , , v i )
{p.DO)

A M,2 (V i+l " Vi ) + A l m (V ; - V w )

This the implicit scheme leads to a flux balance equation of the form:

where the sum extends over all neighbours K. of IC and Ŝ  = area^nK). The set of resulting equations
is both conservative and positive because all the matrix coefficients involved have non-negative

eigenvalues. In order to compute v"+I for all control volumes, one formally needs to solve a set of
non-linear algebraic equations iteratively. The iterations needed to solve this system of non-linear
equations, at each time step, can limit the ability to take larger time steps.

Note that one can construct a similar non-linear system in the case of a 'flux scheme'. Indeed, in that
case, the total flux balance may be written as:

(8.60)

leading to a system of the form:

(8.61)

To obtain an efficient implicit algorithm, we linearise the non-linear system (8.59) and rewrite it in

'delta' form, by introducing the increment ÔVj=v"+1—v". Using a first order approximation for the

source terms,

(8.62)
d v

we obtain the following linear system:
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The right hand side of the implicit operator (8.63) contains a conservative discretisation of the balance
equations of the two-phase flow model. It follows that the steady state solution obtained when the
time variation of conservative variables leads to zero, is:
- consistent with the conservation form,
- independent of the time step used in the iterations,
- a spatially first-order accurate approximation to the steady state of the partial differential equation.

However, with the same implicit operator, higher-order extension of Roe's numerical flux in the
right hand side of (8.63) leads to a higher-order approximation of the steady state.

At each time step, the update solution vn+ is obtained from the previous solution vn by solving the
above linear system. The corresponding matrix to invert is of the form :

A = —Id + C(vn)

which is non-symmetric, and usually large and sparse. Its conditioning is good for large time steps,
and worse as At increases. For moderate size problems, a direct method as the Gauss, or LU,
decomposition is perfectly adequate to solve this linear system. It is robust and well suited for
vectorisation. Its only inconvenient is its high requirement of memory storage. For large problems,
Gauss decomposition is inefficient, or even impossible, due to large CPU and memory requirements.
Iterative methods provide an alternative, and among them the preconditioned conjugate gradient is
the method of choice. Different variants of this algorithm may be implemented : the conjugate
gradient squared CGS, its stabilised version Bi-CGSTAB, and the generalised minimal residual
GMRES.

For steady-state computation, this linearised implicit scheme used with large time steps allows to
reach the steady solution very fast. The choice of large time steps yields what is called a « pseudo-
transient » since the details of the intermediate time results have possibly no physical meaning.
However, because accuracy during this pseudo-transient is not an issue, it turns out that it is not
necessary to update the matrix of the linear system at each time step to achieve convergence towards
the correct steady solution. Consequently, it is possible to significantly reduce CPU time by saving the
preconditioned form of the matrix and using it for several time steps. This is the main reason why
direct methods are not completely outperformed by iterative ones.

Remark: in the linearisation process, in which the fluxes and the sources terms at the new time level
are evaluated using first-order Taylor expansions, the differentiation may be written in terms of the
conservative variables v or in terms of the primitive variables u. Numerical results suggest that the
latter may be a better choice [SFW98,C99].

8.3.2 A fully implicit method for transient calculations

For transient calculations, a fully implicit method is used. The non-linear system (8.59) is solved using
a Newton method. In practice, 2 or 3 iterations are sufficient.

8.3.3 Explicit/implicit VFFC scheme

A locally explicit/implicit version of the VFFC scheme [GKL+96] is described in this section. The

scheme switches automatically from an explicit scheme to an implicit scheme whenever the local
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CFL condition is violated. Consider a cell j , with boundaries located at X = a. and X = b j , and

such that the CFL condition at the boundary X = bj is not satisfied. At time level t n + ] / a

'backward' characteristic (assuming a positive slope), will intersect X = •
a ; + b

J j
at a time

!„ between t_and t n+l •

We can introduce the parameter

Max((l —

Max((l —

,0) for

p(tB + I - t D )
•),0)

(8.64)

Furthermore, we can write:

Approximating the flux integral by the trapezoidal rule,

= ^ ( t n + i -

leads to the following implicit scheme:

tn + I " t n
y

where the numerical flux O' is expressed as the sum of two terms :

(8.65)

(8.66)

H,v?+I)) (8.67)

2 ' V
(8.68)

The first term O • (v°, v"+1 ) represents the numerical flux of the explicit scheme, given by:
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x.k=o

while the second term hj (v", v"+1, v" , v"+1 ) represents the implicit part of the flux and is given

as:

; (v?, v ; , , v;+1, v;
+; > = £ ek-

n ik oi? ) • (fcv-1 > - f(v° »rk o* ?

Xk<0

(8.70)

Performing the linearisation f(v"+I ) - f(v" ) = df(v" ) • (v"+1 - v" ) , (8.70) may be written as:

(8.71)

Note that the implicit part of the flux depends on the parameter ej-n and thus that the nature of the

scheme, explicit (for 9=0 ) or implicit (for 0<9<l), may change locally depending on its value.

8.4 Non-hyperbolic convection operators

When dealing with two-fluid models, it very often happens that the convection operator is not
hyperbolic. That is, the matrix A(v) of the quasi-linear system :

(8.72,

has complex eigenvalues. We recall that two-fluid models are obtained by an averaging procedure
from systems which are not ill-posed. These models are generally 'weakly non-conservative' in the
sense that the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalues is relatively small compared to the real part
(typically of the order of 10% in bubbly flow for instance).

As explained in the chapter devoted to the mathematical analysis of the models, regularising terms
can be introduced so as to make the system hyperbolic. These terms can be justified from the point of
view of physics (interfacial pressure term, virtual mass term). The alternative is to introduce in the
model and through the numerical method a sufficient amount of numerical viscosity, which acts as a
regularising term. Staggered grid methods with donor cell differencing, which are the basic
discretisation methods at the heart of many two-phase flow thermal-hydraulic codes, rely on
numerical viscosity to achieve stability. In this section, we discuss the extension of upwind
differencing schemes characterised by low numerical diffusion to the case of non-hyperbolic systems.
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8.4.1 VFFC scheme

The flux of the VFFC scheme for a hyperbolic system is given by the following formula :

O(v,w;n) =

( 8 . 7 3 )

In the case of a non-hyperbolic system, we keep the above formula unchanged but this time, \(\i)
denotes the 'real' part of the k-th eigenvalue of the A(v) matrix. The physical meaning of this is that
we still identify these numbers as physically meaningful wave speed.

The resulting flux is still real. Let \ and \ t , be a couple of complex eigenvalues and X be a vector

from Rm. Then A,k = Xk+l, rk = rk+1 and lk = lk+1. Therefore, we can write

< l k , X > r k + < l k + 1 , X > r k + 1 = 2 R e ( < l k , X > r k ) e R (8.74)

8.4.2 Roe-type scheme for a non-hyperbolic system

In the same way the numerical flux of the Roe-type scheme can be written in one of following forms
[H98]:

0,=^)+

A (8.75)

Re(>.k<0)

Xf^^-fCVj)) (8.77)

with

IA I c = F'( IRI +iQ)P, IRI = diag( I Re{\) I ), if A - P"'(R+iQ)P, R = diag(Re(\)) and Q = diag(Im(\))

and where signc is such that

signc(x+iy)=sign(x).

If \ , \^ is a couple of complex eigenvalues and X is a vector from Rm, in the same manner as in (8.74),
we obtain

À k < l k , X > r k + ? i k + 1 < l k + p X > r k + 1 = 2 R e ( À k < l k , X > r k ) e R (8.78)

|Xk | c<lk ,X>rk+|A.k + 1 | c<lk + I ,X>rk + 1=2Re(|A.k | c<lk ,X>rk)GR (8.79)

This scheme is relatively numerically stable (instabilities appear only on very fine meshes). One can
explain this behaviour by the fact that the viscosity of the scheme is not sufficient to damp the
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instabilities. On the other hand, the Lax-Friedrichs scheme which is much more diffusive than the Roe
scheme, remains stable in these situations. Halaoua [H98] had the idea to hybrid these two schemes in
the case of non-hyperbolic systems in order to prevent high wave-number instabilities and thus
produce stable results. The hybrid scheme may be written as:

.LF

where L is a flux limiter chosen so as to add numerical diffusion only in the non-hyperbolic region
(see [H98] for more details). The resulting scheme is as stable as the Lax-Friedrichs scheme and as
accurate as the Roe scheme.

IC 12

10 12

Figure 8.2. Faucet problem. Void fraction distribution

a) Series of computations on grids with increasing number of points

b) Comparison between the Hybrid scheme and the Roe scheme results on a 900 point mesh

8.5 Numerical dissipation scaling at low Mach numbers

8.5.1 Preconditioning at low Mach numbers

Bubbly flow such as occurring in a nuclear reactor core under normal operating conditions is a two-
phase flow which is characterised by very low Mach numbers, typically of the order lO"1, since most of
the flow region is occupied by the liquid phase only, where the sound speed is of the order 1000m/s.
For such flows, and when using upwind compressible flow algorithms such as described in these
notes, one encounters a numerical problem which is known in single-phase gas dynamics as the low
Mach number singularity or stiffness problem. The same problem arises in two-phase flow dynamics.

It is well-known indeed that compressible flow solvers (or density-based methods) generally
experience stiffness problems as well as a loss of accuracy when approaching the low Mach number
limit. For explicit schemes, the inefficiency manifests itself by the Courant condition based on the
acoustic wave speeds, which is smaller than that of the convective speed by roughly a factor M, where
M is the Mach number. Thus, much computational effort is wasted in tracking the motion of sound
waves, which though much faster than any other waves, carry very little energy, and whose effect is to
establish a nearly uniform pressure field. Also, at low Mach numbers, sound waves can be produced
by various types of numerical errors (dispersion, round-off) and thus conspire to pollute the pressure
and velocity fields. A natural solution would be to resort to implicit or partially implicit time-
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stepping, since evaluating the pressure gradient appearing in the momentum equation at the
advanced time-level has the effect of damping sound waves. This is due to temporal truncation error
comparable to some form of artificial viscosity. But implicit schemes may also become inefficient at
low Mach numbers. Indeed, although the stability condition is avoided and large time-steps may be
taken, ill-conditioning may effect the convergence rate of iterative schemes traditionally used to solve
the systems.

Since the magnitude of the sound speed relative to that of the flow velocity is responsible for the
stiffness of the compressible flow equations at low Mach numbers, a number of researchers have
sought to artificially 'scale down' the amplitude of the acoustic waves in order to improve the
conditioning of the system. This can be achieved by some algebraic manipulation of the time-
derivative terms of the original system of equations and is known in the literature as
'preconditioning'. In all cases, better conditioning of the system leads to improved accuracy and
convergence to steady-state of explicit or implicit time-marching schemes. Although primarily
intended to speed-up convergence to steady-state, preconditioning may also be used in a time-
accurate unsteady computations with improved spatial accuracy through correct scaling of the
artificial dissipation terms. Although the technique is now mature for single-phase flow, extension to
two-phase needs to be further developed.

We refer to the notes of D.L. Darmofal and B. van Leer in this Lecture Series volume for an in-depth
description of preconditioning and eigenmode analysis as applied to the Euler equations of gas
dynamics, and to the notes of S. Venkateswaran and C. Merkle for the application of preconditioning
techniques to viscous variable density flows. We shall describe here only the time-accurate version of
preconditioning that we intend to extend to the two-phase flow case.

8.5.2 Time-accurate preconditioning

The first application to preconditioning to low Mach number flow was proposed by Turkel in 1987
[T87]. The idea was to reach the steady-state solution by marching in time with a modified system of
equations. The system was altered in such a way that the acoustic waves were artificially slowed
down, making the CFL condition acceptable. If the original hyperbolic system of equations reads:

3v
+ V-F(V) = O, (8.80)

3t
with v the vector of conservative variables and F the convective flux, one solves instead the
preconditioned equations,

P " 1 — + V-F(v) = 0 (8.81)
dt

where P is a positive semi-definite matrix such as that of Turkel or van Leer-Lee-Roe [EfvL94]. In this
approach, TVD schemes must be based on Riemann problems for the modified equations rather than
for the original system. For instance, a preconditioned finite volume scheme based on Roe's
Approximate Riemann Solver would have the form:

ij
(I>(vi,vj) = 0 (8.82)

j

where Xi} - At 1, / S, with L the area of the interface separating cells i and j , and S, the volume of cell i,
and ^ ( v^ ) is the modified numerical flux:

F(v.) + F(v.)
I l ^ p (8.83)

where A is the Jacobian matrix, A=3F/3v . v , v being the unit normal to the interface where the flux is
being estimated. Surprisingly, this modification of the numerical flux turned out to improve
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dramatically the solution at steady state. In particular, the numerical solution became consistent with
the incompressible limit for small Mach numbers.

Recently, Viozat [V97,GV99] proposed to solve the original time-dependent equations with the
modified flux. Time-accuracy is thus restored while the improved precision of the space discretisation
is retained thanks to the correct scaling of the pressure. The finite volume scheme becomes:

..<t>(y.,v) = O (8.84)

with the preconditioned numerical flux given by (8.83). The application of preconditioning to the class
of flux schemes leads to the modified flux function [G98]:

O(v,,Vj)=
ssnfAP)

(8.85)

To be efficient at low Mach number, the preconditioner P must be such that the artificial viscosity
matrix P"11 PA I has a spectral radius of order 1/M2 (see eg. [T93]). As a result, the stability condition
implies that At/Ax =O(M2) instead of the expected O(M) for the unpreconditioned scheme. For this
reason, the time-consistent preconditioned scheme should be used with implicit time-stepping. The
time-step can thus be arbitrarily large. For transient computations however, it is advisable to use a
time-step satisfying the condition umax At/Ax< 1, where umax is the maximum material velocity in the
flow.

8.5.3 Example of calculation of an 'incompressible' flow with a compressible Roe solver

In this section, we shall demonstrate the use of preconditioning for calculating a nearly incompressible
flow, the thermally driven flow inside a differentially heated square cavity. This test-case has been the
subject of a well-known benchmark problem [VDJ83]. We shall focus here on only one configuration
corresponding to a Rayleigh number Ra=1000. More detailed calculations of natural convection cases,
including some with large temperature differences, will be the subject of a forthcoming publication
[PVK+99]. Figure 8.3 shows the temperature isolines of the steady-state solution, ranging from 300 to
320K. Also shown are the Mach number isolines, with a maximum value of the order of 10"5.

Other comparisons between incompressible or low Mach number solvers, and preconditioned
compressible solvers can be found in [PCV+98].

U i / / / / / • • ; / • ' /
'• •• t : / / / / •• • .' ; i

/ / / / / • .' / / i
/ / / / / • • .• ;

f ' H l

Figure 8.3 : Temperature isolines (300<T<320°K) and Mach number isolines (0<M<1.4 10'5), for the
thermally-driven square cavity. Roe scheme with Turkel preconditioning.
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8.5.4 Difficulties associated with the extension of the preconditioning to two-phase flow

At present, and to the authors' knowledge, there has been very little work devoted to developing
preconditioners for two-phase flow systems. Extension of the van Leer-Lee-Roe preconditioner to a
hyperbolic two-phase flow model requires a proper eigenstructure analysis, and therefore, intensive
algebraic manipulations. However, the experience drawn from the perfect gas case shows that this
path may also bring in some insight into the mathematical nature of the equations and in particular, in
the nature of the acoustic sub-system, and may help establish a perspective for devising genuinely
multi-dimensional upwind schemes [RM97]. One major difficulty though lies in the fact that this
preconditioner is designed for a symmetrisable system, so it may be quite a difficult task to extend it
to two-phase flow models.

Extension of the diagonal preconditioner of Turkel to a two-phase flow system is probably an easier
task, as it does not require as much knowledge about the eigenstructure of the system as the van Leer-
Lee-Roe preconditioner. Finally, a third approach which has not been discussed yet concerns the
preconditioners developed by Merkle and his co-workers [MSB+98] and which rely on the use of
primitive variables such as pressure or temperature. These physical variables also represent a good
choice of variables in two-phase flow systems, especially when dealing with tabulated equations of
state. Preliminary results indicate that the combination of preconditioning and linearisation using
primitive variables lead to improve performance of the numerical schemes [C99].

At present, and without true extensions of the preconditioners to two-phase flow systems, one can still
modify the Approximate Riemann Solvers for low Mach number flows, so as to correct truncation
error behaviour in this regime. One such 'trick' which can be applied to a Roe-type scheme consists in
replacing in the numerical flux function the expression of the Roe-averaged pressure by an arithmetic
average (central-differencing) and a cleverly designed perturbation term.

To clarify the idea, let us consider the single-phase Euler equations of gas dynamics. The Roe solver
can be written as:

k (8.86)
i. X. k

where the a k , the Xk and the R k have well-known expressions [R81]. If one tries to exhibit a pressure

p corresponding to the contribution of this numerical flux to the momentum equation, one may write:

p = <ï>(momentum) - O(mass) û (8.87)

where û is the flow velocity evaluated at the Roe average state. Developing the expression in terms of

Ap and Au, and neglecting higher order terms, one finds that:

~ ^ " i M 1 DÛ ,
Ap ^ A u + O(Au ) (8.88)2 2 F 2M

which can be written in the convenient form:

_ 1 + M 1 - M 1 DÛ A
p = Pi + P; - ^ A u (8.89)V 2 ' 2 F j 2 M

As the Mach number goes to zero, the last term on the RHS becomes dominant and the equivalent
pressure deviates from the arithmetic average. Hence, one can correct the Roe scheme at low Mach
numbers simply by defining the modified flux as:
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The last term only modifies the numerical dissipation of the scheme which is still conservative and
consistent. The extension of that correction to the case of the two-phase flow homogeneous model is
straightforward.

8.6 Two- and three-dimensional applications

In this section, we shall present some two and three-dimensional results that have been obtained with
Approximate Riemann solvers or Flux Vector Splitting schemes.

8.6.1 A flow with non-equilibrium mechanics

We consider in this problem the inviscid flow of water and air bubbles in a rectangular duct. A high
relative velocity is imposed at the inlet in order to test the ability of the code to compute a steady-state
solution when a stiff source term is present. Here, the source term is the drag force which is given by

3 C
the correlation k = — Otvp, —— in the momentum equations, where R^ is the bubble radius and CD the

8 Rb
drag coefficient. In the computation, the values CD = 0.5 and R^ = 0.5 mm are taken. Figure 8.4a
summarises the boundary conditions of the problem. The non-hyperbolic basic model is used together
with the VFFC characteristic flux scheme. Although essentially one-dimensional, the calculations,
taken from [B98], were performed using the 3D model. The mesh is composed of 168 tetrahedra. The
relative velocity along the X-axis is shown in Figure 8.4b in comparison with an approximated
analytical solution, obtained by neglecting the variation of densities compared to the variations of
void fraction and velocities. The computed solution is very close to the analytical one, which is
satisfactory. We can see that the gradient is strong near the inlet, which requires an appropriate
implicit treatment of the numerical scheme and the source term.

XILATIVE VELOCITY U-,

inlet outlet

uv = 1.5 m/s

U/ = 1. m/s

0^ = 0.2

P = P,out

a)boundary conditions
Figure 8.4 :

b) relative velocity ur = uv - u,, case ainlct = 0.2 and CD = 0.5

8.6.2 Edward's pipe test-case

A standard test-case for transient two-phase flow codes is the prediction of the blowdown of an
initially hot pressurised liquid from a 4-meter long pipe. This test-case is known as Edward's pipe
problem. The water in the pipe is initially at a pressure of 70 bars and a temperature of 502 K. These
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conditions correspond to an initial subcooling of 56.8K. The transient is initiated by the rupture of a
disk, which is followed by the rapid discharge to the environment, held at atmospheric pressure.

The simulation, taken from [SFW98], was computed on an unstructured two-dimensional mesh, with
the pipe being discretised by a row of 40 cells, and the vessel in which the two-phase flow expands by
a 20x20 grid. The numerical method is the 'Flux Vector Splitting' scheme of Stàdtke et al. [SFW97].

The blowdown is controlled by the two-phase discharge from the pipe, by the continuous evaporation
of liquid (this phenomenon is known as 'flashing') as well as the frictional forces at the pipe walls. As
an example, measured and predicted values of the pressure at the pipe head as well as measured and
predicted values of the void fraction at the middle pipe section are shown in Figure 8.5. The predicted
phase velocities and the Mach number evolution as a function of time are shown in Figure 8.6. They
show a strong acceleration of the gas and liquid phases, though the flow remained subcritical all the
time.

8.6.3 Fast blowdown of a vertical pressure vessel

In this test-case, a fast blowdown of a vertical pressure vessel is simulated, using Stadtke's model and
scheme. The discharge occurs through a horizontal pipe which at the intial state, lies above the liquid
level. Initial conditions for the water are a pressure of 10 bars, and a temperature equal to the
saturation temperature of 453 K. The geometry and the mesh, consisting of hexagonal grids, are
shown Figure 8.7. The time-evolution of the mixture during the blowdown is shown in Figure 8.8 and
Figure 8.9, in which the phasic velocities are shown, superimposed on the distribution of void fraction.
These results show the ability of the scheme to treat two-phase flow regions covering the whole range
of void fraction, from pure liquid to pure steam.

8.6.4 Bubble column test

In this simulation, a gas injection is performed at the bottom of a vessel initially filled with water.
Figure 8.10 shows the spectrum of void fractions and the momentum vectors for each phase, some 20s
after the start of the injection. The simulation was performed using Stadtke's model and scheme, and
illustrates the ability of the scheme to track the mixture level separating the mostly liquid phase from
the gas phase, without any interface tracking algorithm.

8.6.5 3D simulations in the FLICA4 code

FLICA4 is a 3D industrial core thermal-hydraulic code developed at CEA and based on a two-phase
drift-flux model and a Roe-type scheme [T95,TGR97,TC98]. Figure 8.11 shows some examples of two-
phase flow computed using this method, among which the simulation of a steam-line break in the core
assembly of a Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR) represented in the upper right picture of the figure in
the form of enthalpy isolines and mixture velocity plots.

The simulation of a Steam-line Break accident in a PWR is a very significant three-dimensional
application. The simulation, described in more details in [TC98], consists in an analysis of a penalised
low flow steam-line break in the secondary side. Consequently, primary pressure and average inlet
core enthalpy drop while the heat transfer through the broken steam generator tubes increases.
Furthermore, a rod cluster assembly is supposed to remain fully withdrawn in the affected loop
region. A loss of primary coolant flow follows. All these conditions lead to a very heterogeneous
power distribution and thereby to important cross flows from low power region to high power region.
This is typically a two-phase flow configuration which requires 3D modelling and methods with low
numerical diffusion.
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Break size to volume ratio: 0.0575 m"1

Computational grid: hexagonal grid with 459 cells

Figure 8.7 : Fast blowdown of a vertical pressure vessel through a horizontal stand pipe.
Computational grid and initial conditions. (Courtesy of H. Stadtke)
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Figure 8.11 : Different two-phase flow configurations inside the core assembly of a PWR computed
using the 3D drift-flux code FLICA4. From top to bottom, left to right: the void fraction
distribution, the enthalpy isolines together with the mixture velocity field, a detail of the enthalpy
isolines and the velocity field in the upper plenum of the core. (From [TC98]).



9 Conclusions

In these notes, we have briefly reviewed some fundamentals of two-phase flow, and in particular, the
aspects of two-phase flow modelling that are most relevant to the numerical analysis and the
development of discretisation schemes. Hyperbolicity of the two-phase flow models is of crucial
importance when analysing wave propagation phenomena, which is the justification of characteristic-
based upwinding at the heart of many modern 'shock-capturing' schemes. Among those, Roe's
Approximate Riemann Solver is perhaps one of the most popular in the field of single-phase gas
dynamics.

The extension of that particular scheme to the two-phase flow case has been described in detail in
these notes, for a variety of models, from the homogeneous 3-equation model which closely resembles
the Euler equations of gas dynamics to the more general two-fluid 6-equation model. The 'building
blocks' of the scheme have been analysed and extensions to the two-phase flow models have been
made. We recall that these include the construction of a 'Roe' matrix for a system of equations which
may not be in conservative form, the derivation of appropriate Rankine-Hugoniot jump relationships
for such as system, and the extension of the Roe linearisation to a set of conservation laws with
arbitrary equations of state.

Closely related schemes are the VFFC scheme and the 'Flux Vector Splitting' scheme which achieve
essentially the same eigenvector decomposition while circumventing the need for a proper
linearisation. Also, non-conservative terms may be handled in a general manner. Furthermore, the
former scheme can handle non-hyperbolic systems and numerical results suggest that upwinding
along the real part of the characteristics provides enough damping to avoid any spurious oscillations.

Finally, a general class of schemes, termed the 'Flux Schemes' has been exhibited, which enables to
cast all these schemes as a general family of centered schemes with an artificial dissipation term based
on flux differences. This family encompasses both the single-phase representatives of the previously
mentioned schemes, as well as the newly developed two-phase flow methods.

Future perspectives mainly concern the development of 3D simulation capabilities for reactor safety
analysis codes, with the use of unstructured meshes, higher order reconstruction techniques and
efficient time-integration algorithms. These are not specific to two-phase flow, though the size of the
systems of equations (10 equations, tabulated equations of state, plus additional transport equations
for uncondensable gases or turbulent field quantities) impose severe constraints on the computational
resources. Still, much progress in the field of two-phase flow modelling, such as the derivation of 3D
closure laws, interface transfer terms, etc is expected once such a tool is available to researchers.
Although stimulated by the particular field of nuclear thermal-hydraulics, it is obvious that these
developments will also have an impact on other fields of multi-phase flow engineering.
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Nomenclature

p pressure

a k void fraction of k-phase

ck mass concentrat ion of k-phase

pk density of k-phase

p mixture densi ty

uk velocity of k-phase

u mixture velocity

u r relative velocity be tween phases

ek internal energy of k-phase

e mixture internal energy

Ek total energy of k-phase : Ek= ek + u k
2 /2

E mixture total energy

hk specific en tha lpy of k-phase

h mixture enthalpy

Hk total enthalpy of k-phase : Hk= Ek + p / p k ,

H mixture total en tha lpy

sk specific en t ropy of k-phase

s mixture en t ropy

ak speed of sound of k-phase

c m speed of sound of two-phase mixture

a m "characteristic" sound velocity of two-phase mixture

Fk interface/phase k mass exchange

Fy interface/phase k momentum exchange

F k
w wall/phase k momentum exchange

Q'k interface/phase k energy exchange

Q * wall/phase k energy exchange

p, pressure at the interface

H' total enthalpy at the interface

u' velocity of the interface

T turbulent stress tensor



T laminar stress tensor

qT turbulent heat flux

q conductive heat flux

f" external forces

a superficial tension

at interfacial area concentration

D k b bulk deformation tensor

D^ interfacial extra deformation tensor

(iT turbulent viscosity

\i laminar viscosity

j k vo lumetr ic flux densit ies

Vkj drift velocities

v vector of conservative variables

u vector of primitive variables

w parameter vector

A convection matrix in quasi-linear form in conservative variables

A convection matrix in quasi-linear form in flux variables

G convection matrix in quasi-linear form in primitive variables

J Jacobian matrix

Subscripts

k vapour or liquid

v vapour phase

1 liquid phase

vm virtual mass

r relative

Superscripts

T transpose

ext external

i interface

u
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